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1Redundancy:
 A Mixed Blessing
10
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Ut re mi fa sol la are the well-known syllables of the so-called
hexachord that denotes a series of six notes ascending stepwise
through two whole tones, a semitone, and another two whole tones
(e.g., g a b c d e; see Figure 1). The hexachord was devised by Guido of
Arezzo (c991–after 1033). It was used both in music theory and in the
teaching of practical music throughout the last millennium (Sadie,
2001). Besides the hexachord, Arezzo also developed a system of
precise pitch notation which he conceived of as the simple task of
appropriately positioning symbols on a series of equidistantly spaced
horizontal lines. Arezzo's skills as a music pedagogue were legendary
in his time, and not without justification: Both the hexachord and his
pitch-notation system are — with only slight modifications — still in
use today.
Figure 1: Example of a hexachord. Shown is the hexachord starting
on g3.
The hexachord system was devised as a mnemonic tool in the
teaching of plainchant melodies. Since a melody is already completely
defined by its absolute pitch and rhythm, hexachord syllables can be
said to be redundant information. Nevertheless, adding them to a
melody made melodies much easier to remember, because the
syllables of the hexachord would not change if the pitches in Figure 1
were transposed, and the syllables made the implied hierarchical
structure in melodies explicit. Apparently, adding redundancy to a
system can be beneficial. Indeed, it is well known that a to-be-
remembered series of items can be more easily stored and maintained
in memory if that series can somehow be hierarchically organized into
separate chunks (see, e.g., Collard & Povel, 1982; Povel & Collard,
1982; Kenny, & Derr, 1983; Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996). In a sense,
chunking is one means to control redundancy.
In the research reported in the present dissertation we
investigated how redundancy is controlled in two aspects of music
performance, namely the identification of score notes in a computer-
represented performance of that score (score-performance matching)
and in the left-hand finger movements that are required in classical
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guitar playing. Chapters Re and Mi deal with score-performance
matching, and chapters Fa and Sol with movement in classical guitar
playing.
Redundancy plays an important role both in computer science
and in motor control research. In both areas, a large body of research
is devoted to how to find one solution among a large, frequently
infinite, set of candidate solutions. Since usually the optimal solution
to a problem is sought, these problems are known in computer science
as optimization problems (see, e.g., Ausiello et al., 1999). An example
of such an optimization problem is finding the shortest route from A
to B in a large city. This problem involves, as it were literally, many-
to-one mapping. In motor control research, redundancy appears in the
context of the degrees of freedom problem (Bernstein, 1967). This term
refers to the capacity to achieve a given physical task in more than
one way. Think of the many ways in which a cup of coffee can be
picked up. Which particular grasp will be chosen and how that choice
is realized in real-time are important questions that motor control
researchers try to solve (cf. Rosenbaum, Loukopoulos, Meulenbroek,
Vaughan, & Engelbrecht, 1995; Rosenbaum, Meulenbroek, Vaughan,
& Jansen, 2001).
Score-performance matching is an aspect of music-performance
research that shares features with optimization problems. The most
important challenge faced by computer scientists who study
optimization problems is redundancy control. The use of the term
problem reflects the difficulty of finding the optimal solution to a
problem for which, in principle, a large number of satisfactory, but
sub-optimal solutions are available.
Redundancy is also an inherent property of our motor system.
Consider the simple task of touching a stationary object with the tip
of the index finger. To fully describe the position and orientation of
the object, we need six values: three values for the exact position of
the center of the object along each of the three dimensions of space (x,
y, and z), and three values for the orientation of the object around
each of these axes. Now consider the number of values that are
needed to fully describe the position and orientation of an actor, say a
dancer, who after having completed a complex movement, freezes for
a split second and touches the object that we have just defined with
the tip of her index finger. The number of values needed to describe
the static posture which the dancer adopts at the moment she freezes
corresponds to the mechanical degrees of freedom of her body. Even if
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we only consider the available joints in her body, there are
approximately 100 degrees of freedom that need to be taken into
account (Turvey, 1990). The situation becomes even more complex if
we consider the maximum number of static postures that, in
principle, all would satisfy the constraint that the tip of the dancer’s
index finger touches the object. In fact, this number is infinitely large.
In contrast to redundancy in optimization problems as addressed by
computer science, the redundancy inherent in the motor system as
studied by human movement scientists, is very useful: Because the
number of feasible postures is infinitely large, the dancer could repeat
the complex movement with slight variations without ever missing
the object. In more general terms, redundancy in motor control
guarantees flexibility.
With regard to optimization problems and motor tasks,
redundancy must be viewed as a mixed blessing. On the one hand, it
complicates finding satisfactory solutions in optimization problems;
on the other hand, it allows flexible and therefore also adaptive
movements. Only for a motor-control scientist who wants to predict
how exactly movements will evolve, redundancy poses a problem,
which is again computational. In the next sections, we will further
explain the concept of redundancy both in the context of computer
science and human motor control. Then we will briefly describe the
outline of the contents of this dissertation aimed at contributing to
research into music performance.
1.1 Redundancy and complexity
Chapter Re is concerned with the score-performance matching
problem, an important aspect of which is redundancy control. The
reason is the following. Think of a traveling salesperson who has to
visit a number of cities, starting from and returning to his hometown.
There is a large number of routes that satisfy this constraint, namely
(n – 1)•(n – 2)•...•2•1 for n cities if all the cities are interconnected,
but only one of those routes is the shortest one. Although it is easy to
construct a route that has the salesperson visiting all the cities and it
is trivial to compute the length of such a route, it is not at all easy to
find the shortest route among the enormous number of other routes.
An exhaustive search works only when the number of cities is small:
if there are 10 cities to be visited, there are 3.6 million routes, which
can be generated and examined by today's computers in a reasonably
short time: If a computer could generate and examine one route in
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one millisecond, it would take approximately six minutes. However, if
there were 15 cities, it would take the same computer almost three
years to examine all the possible routes. Clearly, generating and
examining all the possible routes is not a feasible solution to the
traveling-salesperson problem.
Ausiello et al. (1999) present several techniques of approaching
the problem of redundancy control in the context of optimization
problems, one of which is called dynamic programming (Bellman,
1957). Dynamic programming is a variant of the divide-and-conquer
approach (see, e.g., Cormen, Leiserson, & Rivest, 1990), which divides
the problem into independent subproblems that are then recursively
solved (conquered, that is), and combines the solutions of the
subproblems into a solution for the whole problem. An example of a
divide-and-conquer approach is the merge sort algorithm (see Cormen
et al., Chap. 1) that sorts a list of numbers by dividing the list into
two parts of equal length, sorts them recursively, and merges the two
sorted sublists into one sorted list. The subproblems in this example
are mutually independent. If, however, subproblems are not
independent, that is, if they share common subsubproblems, dynamic
programming is applicable. A dynamic-programming algorithm solves
every subsubproblem only once and stores its result in case it is
needed again. In this way, double work is avoided.
Although a dynamic programming algorithm guarantees that
every result is computed only once, efficiency can sometimes be
improved even further by using a greedy algorithm (Edmonds, 1971).
A dynamic programming algorithm would, at any point, consider all
subproblems and decide on the best solution after the results have
been computed, while a greedy algorithm does not solve every
subproblem, but makes a locally optimal choice in the hope that it
leads to a globally optimal solution. This means that greedy
algorithms are not suitable for every application, but there are many
instances where they are more suited than a dynamic programming
approach. An example of a greedy algorithm is Dijkstra's (1959)
shortest path algorithm, a variant of which is the basis of Chapter Re.
1.2 Score-performance matching
Algorithms that perform the task of score-performance matching
arose from demands by composers who wrote pieces for performers
and tape, in the 1970s. For instance, in 1975 the famous composer
and conductor Pierre Boulez requested a system that could adapt the
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tempo of the tape to the performer in order to reduce the inflexibility
of tape performance (Boulanger, 1990). Systems that accomplished
this task basically faced three problems: detecting what a performer
was doing, matching the detected input to a score, and playing its
own part in synchrony with the performer. The second problem is
usually referred to as score-following, and the first real-time score-
following program was presented by Dannenberg (1984).
Dannenberg's (1984) score-follower relied on pitch and note order
alone to match the performance to the score, and few other matchers
have used other information. Vantomme (1995) proposed a matcher
that primarily relied on timing information to follow the performer,
and Hoshishiba, Horiguchi, and Fujinaga (1996) combined these
approaches in a matcher that used two phases: a first phase that used
pitch and note order, and a second phase that used timing
information to improve the match from the first phase. This last
matcher belongs to a different class of matchers, because it does not
function in real-time.
Matchers were not only used in computer music, but also in
music performance research. For instance, studies of errors in music
performance can provide information about the planning activities
required for music performance (Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993). To
study errors in music performance, they must first be identified and
in this context, a matcher was proposed by Large (1993). Again, this
matcher used only pitch and note order information, but since there
were no real-time demands on the algorithm, it used knowledge of the
whole performance to arrive at the optimal match. Large's (1993)
matcher is the clearest example of a matcher that uses a dynamic
programming approach.
Whereas efficiency issues had for the most part been
satisfactorily dealt with in score-performance matching, the quality of
the resulting match left much to be desired (Puckette & Lippe, 1992;
Desain, Honing, & Heijink, 1997). The reason for this is twofold. On
the one hand, the redundancy problem was frequently solved by using
some form of a greedy algorithm that considered only a subset of all
the possible matches, which could lead to exclusion of the optimal
match from the search space; on the other hand, there was no
matcher that could handle scores consisting of two or more parallel
streams of notes. The latter phenomenon occurs very frequently in
piano music, where the left and right hand are often independent of
one another.
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Chapter Re is concerned with the two above-mentioned problems.
It presents a general control structure for matchers, based on
Dijkstra's (1959) shortest-path algorithm. Whereas Dijkstra's
algorithm computes the shortest distance from a single source to
every other point in the graph, our general control structure only
computes the shortest path from a single source to one other node in
the graph. In this way, the general control structure behaves like a
greedy algorithm in the best case, but like a dynamic programming
algorithm in the worst case. The general control structure is referred
to as a dynamic programming algorithm in the subsequent chapters,
because a discussion about the classification of this control structure
was not relevant there.
Because of the generality of the control structure, every matcher
we discussed can be specified in terms of this control structure. This
enabled us to assess the essential differences between the approaches
used by various matchers without being distracted by differences in
implementation.
In order to solve the problem of parallel streams of notes in a
score, a new matcher was proposed that we called structure matcher
(Heijink, 1996; Desain et al., 1997). Chapters Re  and Mi  aim at a
contribution to the field of computer music by discussing the
differences in specification and behavior of two existing matchers and
the new structure matcher, designed to solve the problems still faced
by the other matchers. It turned out that the structure matcher
indeed performed significantly better than the other two existing
matchers in a matching task of two complex piano pieces by Chopin.
In contrast, Chapters Fa and Sol aim at a contribution to music
production and motor control research by addressing the question of
the biomechanical complexity of classical guitar fingering.
1.3 Redundancy or abundance?
The fingering problem on musical instruments is another
example of a matching problem. Instead of assigning a performance
note to every note in the score (a one-to-one mapping), a finger of the
left hand has to be assigned to every note in the score (a many-to-one
mapping), such that the resultant fingering is optimal.
For every note that has a fingering attached to it, there is an
infinite number of adequate left-hand postures. The selection of a
posture that allows a suitable task performance is known as the
inverse kinematics problem, which people effortlessly solve in
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everyday tasks as pointing, reaching, and grasping (cf. Rosenbaum et
al., 1995). The inverse kinematics problem is in turn an instance of
the more general degrees of freedom problem (Bernstein, 1967).
The term 'problem' is, well, problematic. We have no trouble at
all in selecting a posture that, e.g., enables us to ring the front door
bell. Moreover, if a thousand people ring the same bell, the postures
adopted are extremely similar. The degrees of freedom problem is
therefore primarily a problem for the researcher who tries to predict
which posture will be chosen. However, when learning a new,
complicated motor task, such as playing a musical instrument, the
term problem is more justified, because in this case it applies to both
the player and the researcher. The movements required in playing a
musical instrument are so different from everyday movements that
players have to devote many years of deliberate practice to learn
which postures are suitable and which ones are not (cf. Ericsson &
Lehmann, 1996).
Degrees of freedom are usually associated with redundancy
control in the sense that the set of possible solutions to the task of
posture or movement selection is infinitely large. Latash (2000)
advocates a more positive view: the redundancy inherent to the motor
system is a necessary prerequisite of the flexibility and adaptability of
human movement. He therefore prefers to use the term motor
abundancy instead of motor redundancy. Chapter Fa demonstrates
the flexibility of the movements of professional guitarists, and the
term abundance seems justified to us. However, to avoid confusion,
we will stick to the well-known terms of redundancy and degrees of
freedom problem.
Returning to the general case of movement selection, there are
several possible ways in which people might solve the degrees of
freedom problem in motor control (Rosenbaum et al., 1996). One
solution is to exploit built-in dependencies between or among effectors
(Bernstein, 1967). For instance, it is impossible to move the proximal
interphalangeal joint of a finger without moving the distal
interphalangeal joint of that finger. The reason is that the muscles
that bend or stretch the fingers run across and around the
interphalangeal joints, which is why these muscles are called
polyarticular muscles. Consequently, the mere presence of
polyarticular muscles already provides a partial solution to the
degrees of freedom problem in motor control as far as the mechanical
degrees of freedom are concerned. Another solution is to exploit
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physical properties of the system in relation to the outside world, e.g.,
exploiting gravity when walking (cf. McMahon, 1984). A third possible
solution to the degrees of freedom problem in motor control is cost
containment. Here movement planning is thought to entail a
preference for movements that minimize costs defined with respect to
one or more criteria. Different theorists have suggested different
costs. Flash and Hogan (1985) proposed that the motor system
minimizes mean squared jerk (the mean squared third time
derivative of position) over the duration of the movement. For Flash
and Hogan (1985), jerk was defined with respect to extrinsic spatial
coordinates. More recent models have allowed jerk to be defined with
respect to intrinsic, joint-based coordinates (Nakano et al., 1999;
Rosenbaum et al., 1995). Another cost that has been proposed is mean
squared torque change over the motion period (Uno, Kawato, &
Suzuki, 1989; Klein Breteler et al., 2001). The latter models take
dynamics into account. The minimum-jerk model of Flash and Hogan
does not.
The solution we will adhere to belongs to the cost-containment
approach to the degrees of freedom problem. The problem of selecting
optimal locations and fingers for every note in a sequence can be seen
as the planning of a low-cost series of postures that satisfies relevant
task constraints. A recent model that solves the degrees of freedom
problem by minimizing the cost associated with a list of prioritized
constraints (Rosenbaum et al., 1995; 2001) has proved to be successful
in predicting behavior in reaching and grasping tasks.
The problem of fingering is seen as a problem of multiple
constraint satisfaction in other areas as well. Sayegh (1989) proposes
a solution to the fingering problem for string instruments using a
optimization algorithm using a connectionist approach, and the model
of piano fingering by Parncutt, Sloboda, Clarke, Raekallio, and
Desain (1997) is also based on cost minimization. These models,
however, are not based on motor control theories, but on interviews
with musicians and general algorithmic techniques. The application
of Rosenbaum et al.'s (1995, 2001) model to the fingering problem
seems a logical next step. Rosenbaum et al.'s model uses a prioritized
list of constraints. In order to use this model, the following questions
require an answer: What are the constraints that apply to fingering
and what is minimized?
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1.4 Biomechanical and musical constraints in
classical guitar fingering
In this dissertation, we concentrated on fingering on classical
guitar, because the author is a professional guitar player himself. In
classical guitar playing, the hands serve different functions. The left
hand pushes down the strings on the frets, thereby modifying the
pitch of the strings, while the right hand plucks the strings to produce
sound (we assume right-handed players wherever left and right are
discussed). We focus on left-hand fingerings, where for every note in
the score, one of four fingers (index, middle, ring, and little finger, the
thumb is only used to support the hand) of the left hand is chosen.
Apart from the choice of finger, there is a choice of location: The tone
ranges of the guitar strings overlap, so the same pitch is located on up
to five different strings. This means that for each note, a location and
a left-hand finger have be selected.
The problem is then to find the optimal fingering among all the
possible fingerings for a score. A fingering has three basic
requirements. Informally, they are the following: (1) the fingering has
to produce the correct notes, (2) it has to be easy to play, and (3) it has
to facilitate the expression of the musical ideas of the performer.
The first requirement is trivial and describes the solution space.
The second requirement depends on biomechanical properties of the
motor system in relation to the physical layout of the guitar. Chapter
Fa is concerned with an investigation into the role of three likely
biomechanical constraints that may contribute to the difficulty of
fingerings.
The third requirement of a guitar fingering is that it has to
facilitate the expression of the musical ideas of the performer. We will
reformulate this somewhat, because every performer has different
ideas about the same musical piece (to give an extreme example,
Herbert von Karajan alone recorded the complete Beethoven
symphonies four times in his career), but the term musical expression
in this sense is too broad for our present purpose. However, many
findings have established a causal relationship between musical
structure and performance expression (Palmer, 1997). We will
therefore say that the fingering has to facilitate the communication of
the musical structure implied in the score.
Two instances of musical structure have been the subject of an
extensive body of research: phrasing and metrical structure (for an
overview, see Palmer, 1997; Gabrielsson, 1999). Chapter Sol of this
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dissertation is concerned with the influence of different fingerings
and different tempi on the production of metrical structure on
classical guitar playing. Metrical structure imposes accents on certain
notes in the performance, and our findings suggest that, depending on
the tempo, metrical structure is expressed differently. Furthermore,
in very fast tempi, biomechanical factors determine the output as
much as musical factors. The research presented in chapters Fa and
Sol aims at a contribution to the understanding of the sources of
musical expression, and ultimately address the possibility that both
the ideas of the performer and the movements required for
performing the music influence expressive music performance.
1.5 Organization of this dissertation
In the present chapter, Chapter Ut, we have introduced the
redundancy problem in computer science and motor control research.
In the terminology of the two areas, redundancy problems are
referred to as optimization problems and degrees of freedom
problems, respectively. Both, however, are instances of many-to-one
mappings. Two aspects of music performance, score-performance
matching and classical guitar fingering serve as the subjects of the
research presented in the subsequent chapters.
Chapters Re and Mi deal with redundancy control and constraint
satisfaction in the context of score-performance matching algorithms.
Chapters Re  and Mi  can be seen as methodical studies, whereas
Chapters Fa and Sol that deal with the control of redundancy in
music production can be seen as domain studies. Chapter La
combines the results of those four chapters, and attempts to sketch an
outline of a model of guitar fingering based on the research reported
here.
The chapters of this dissertation are not numbered, but named
after the syllables of the hexachord, mentioned in the first paragraph
of the present chapter. The hexachord reflects the two topics present
in the dissertation: the pitch distance between M i  and Fa is a
semitone, while all the other distances between consecutive notes are
whole tones. This makes the transition from Mi to F a the turning
point of the otherwise symmetrical sequence.
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ABSTRACT — A matcher is an algorithm that links events
in a musical performance to the corresponding events in
a score. Matching is difficult because performers make
errors, performers use expressive timing, and scores are
frequently underspecified. In this article, two existing
matchers are discussed. A general control structure is
described that is used to respecify these matchers, in
order to be able to compare them. A new matcher is
proposed that uses structural annotations in the score to
deal better with the difficulties in matching.
This chapter has been published as Heijink, H., Desain, P., Honing, H.,
& Windsor, L. (2000). Make me a match: An evaluation of different
approaches to score-performance matching. Computer Music Journal,
24(1), 43–56.
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2.1 Background
Composers of classical music traditionally create musical scores,
which musicians translate into performances. A score specifies which
notes should be played in what order, and gives information about
tempo, loudness, articulation, and structure. The score also contains
symbols indicating ornaments like trills, grace notes and glissandi.
Whereas information about pitch, note onset, and note duration is
unambiguous, information about tempo, loudness, phrasing,
articulation, and ornaments is generally not.
Before we explore the relation between scores and performances,
we must clarify some terminology. We have to distinguish between a
score in musical notation (paper score) and a computational
representation of that score (score representation). Similarly, the act
of performing music (live performance) will be distinguished from a
computationally represented performance (p e r f o r m a n c e
representation). In this paper, performances are restricted to MIDI
recordings of piano music. In these kinds of performances, the pitch,
onset, and duration of every note are clearly defined. We do not
consider other aspects of notes, such as timbre or loudness.
Figure 1: The relation between paper scores, live performances,
computer representations of scores and computer representations
of performances.
The procedure that relates events in a performance to the
corresponding events in a score is called matching. A person reading a
paper score along with a live performance is matching, but usually
the term is reserved for computer programs that are called matchers.
Figure 1 summarizes the relation between the concepts mentioned
above.
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Matchers are used in different contexts for different tasks. One
category of algorithms focuses on real-time matching, often called
score following (Dannenberg, 1984; Puckette and Lippe, 1992).
Another family of algorithms is concerned with non-real-time
analyses (Large, 1993; Heijink, 1996; Hoshishiba, Horiguchi, &
Fujinaga, 1996), where the quality of the match is more important
than efficiency, and the matcher does not have to make decisions in
real time.
Accurate matching algorithms are crucial for real-time
composition and automatic accompaniment systems. In the context of
music performance research, matching algorithms are necessary to be
able to measure aspects of a performance like timing: it must be
known which performance note relates to which score note to be able
to, for example, extract expressive timing patterns and calculate local
tempi.
Matching is a complex task for three reasons: performers make
errors, performers make use of expressive timing, and scores are
frequently underspecified. We will now discuss each of these aspects
in turn.
2.1.1 Performance errors
Errors are often introduced in the process of transforming the
paper score into a live performance. Such errors arise from different
sources: notes can be erroneously planned, or properly planned and
erroneously executed (Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993). Moreover, if
the performer is recorded via a MIDI keyboard, even lightly brushing
a key can cause the computer to detect a note, even though the
performer did not produce any sound.
A representation for a score and a performance must first be
specified to give examples of the different types of errors a matcher
encounters. Virtually every matcher uses an approach based on pitch
and onset information; this generally yields good results (Hoshishiba
et al., 1996; Heijink, Windsor, & Desain, 2000). We will therefore use
only this information and see how far it gets us. A score note will be
represented as a pair (P, i), where P is the pitch in uppercase letters,
and i is the symbolic onset time, a rational number. The onset time is
symbolic because a paper score never specifies onset times; it only
specifies relative durations. A performance note is represented as a
pair (p, t), where p is the pitch in lowercase letters and t is the onset
time in seconds.
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This notation is used in Figure 2, which shows three different
performances of the same score. The performances are on the left, and
the scores are on the right. Essentially, there are three kinds of
errors: some notes are specified in the score that are omitted (deletion
errors) as in Figure 2a, and some notes are played that are not in the
score (insertion errors) as in Figure 2b.
Figure 2: Examples of performance errors: (a) deletion error, (b)
insertion error, and (c) substitution error, a combination of an
insertion and a deletion error. The symbols used here are
explained in the text.
Some combinations of insertion and deletion errors can be
interpreted as substitution errors, as in Figure 2c, and one of the
matchers we discuss in the next section (Large, 1993) is able to make
this interpretation. This matcher was used in the context of research
into performance errors made by pianists of different levels of
expertise (Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993).
If we knew beforehand that there were no errors in the
performance, the matching problem would be simplified. However,
even expert performers make mistakes. When notes are omitted
(deletion error) or added (insertion error), there are often many
alternative interpretations of the relation between the performance
and the score, especially when the score contains several repeated
notes on the same pitch and the performer omits one of them.
Extreme use of expressive timing and unexpected interpretations of
ornaments may also cause a matcher to misinterpret correct
performance events as errors.
2.1.2 Expressive timing
The matchers we discuss in this article use two order constraints.
First, notes that should sound simultaneously according to the score
can occur in any order in the performance. If, for instance, a score
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specifies a chord C, E, G, the performance might be C, E, G, in that
order, but the performance could also be E, C, G, or G, E, C, due to
motor noise, expressive intentions, or recording artifacts. Second,
notes in different chords should occur in the order specified in the
score. It follows that notes within the same melody cannot be
reversed.
Most matchers use a very simple concept of note order with
regard to scores. A score is represented as a list of notes ordered by
onset time and is consequently regarded as a sequence of chords; two
notes are in the same chord if they have the same onset; they are in
different chords if they have different onsets. However, most paper
scores have a different structure, for instance, when there are
multiple parallel voices. Some performance notes can occur in a
different order than specified in a score representation, e.g., when
voices are played out of phase from each other as a result of using
extreme expressive timing.
Figure 3: An example of voice asynchrony. To distinguish the top
voice from the bottom voice, the top voice is in bold face. dashed
lines indicate matches that should be made, but are violating the
score order.
As an example, consider the score and performance in Figure 3.
The score specifies that notes (D5 2) and (A4 2) should be played at
the same time, and both before note (A4 3). Note that two notes that
should be played simultaneously according to the score can reverse
order in the performance.
In this case, the performer apparently let the two voices go out of
phase, such that note (d5 3.6) is actually played after note (a4 3.5). A
matcher is now unable to match (d5 3.6) to (D5 2) without violating
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the order of the score. We will return to this problem in the section
entitled The Structure Matcher.
2.1.3 Underspecification of scores
There may be events in the score that are not written out
completely, for example, certain kinds of ornaments that are often
open to different interpretations. A trill, for instance, can start on the
main note or on the note a second above that; moreover, the trill may
or may not have a suffix. Therefore, it is unclear how many notes will
be in the trill, or even what notes will be in the trill.
2.2 Existing research
A very straightforward matcher is the strict matcher, part of the
POCO environment (Honing, 1990). The name 'strict' is owing to the
fact that the order of the notes, as notated in the score, is taken as a
strict temporal constraint on the performance. Notes that have
different score times are assumed to be performed in that order in the
performance, while notes that have identical score times are allowed
to occur in any temporal order. The strict matcher makes use of a
window of fixed size that slides through the score, and successive
notes from the performance are given a chance to match the score
notes in this window. The size of the window, a parameter of the
algorithm, is measured in number of score clusters. A cluster is either
a single note or several notes expected to happen at the same time.
For example, the strict matcher reduces the paper score in Figure 4a
to a list of notes, ordered by onset time and grouped in clusters, as in
Figure 4b.
The strict matcher can match two performance notes to two score
notes that are in the same score cluster if the onsets of the
performance notes differ less than the maximum inter-onset interval
(maximum-ioi). It can match two performance notes to two score notes
that are in different score clusters if the onsets of the performance
notes differ more than the minimum inter-onset interval (minimum-
ioi).
The window is advanced through the score when the first cluster
in the window contains no more notes that can be matched. This
occurs when all the notes in that cluster have been matched, or when
a note in a later cluster has been matched, so the score order would be
violated if another note in the first cluster would be matched.
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The values of the window-size, maximum-ioi, and minimum-ioi
parameters are important to the performance of the matcher, because
they determine the decision about the type of an error. If the window
is too small, the matching score note for a performance note might fall
outside the window, causing the performance note to be mistakenly
interpreted as an insertion error. On the other hand, if the window is
too large, insertion errors might be interpreted as matches instead.
Likewise, the minimum-ioi and maximum-ioi parameters can cause
misinterpretations of score notes or performance notes.
Figure 4: (a) A paper score and (b) the corresponding score
representation.
The strict matcher considers only one possible interpretation of
the relationship between score and performance at any point in time,
and if an erroneous decision is made, it cannot be corrected later. The
strict matcher performs well and efficiently with expert performances,
i.e., performances where errors occur only occasionally. However,
even in these cases the matcher fails when there is an error in the
context of many repeated notes and when parallel voices go out of
phase, and the order represented in the score is no longer respected.
Another approach to matching was pioneered by Dannenberg
(1984), whose matcher considers many possible alternative matches
at any point in time. As an example of this type of matcher, we will
discuss a matcher proposed by Large (1993), to which we will refer as
the Large matcher. The Large matcher calculates the globally optimal
match between a score and performance based on a given 'goodness'
function. It treats the score in the same way as the strict matcher,
namely, as a sequence of clusters. In contrast to the strict matcher,
however, it does not process the performance note by note, but divides
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the performance into clusters before trying to match it to the score.
For this, the matcher uses a maximum-ioi parameter analogously to
the strict matcher. The Large matcher interprets some combinations
of insertion and deletion as substitution errors; it was used in the
context of performance error research, where a classification of errors
was important (Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993).
Suppose the score has n clusters and the performance has m
clusters. To find the globally optimal match, the Large matcher
constructs a table of n rows and m columns, where every cell in the
table represents a particular combination of a score cluster and a
performance cluster and the whole table represents all possible match
alternatives (Large, 1993). The idea behind this procedure is that an
optimal match will contain optimal partial matches. The rating at
position (i, j) in the table reflects the total goodness of the optimal
partial match between the score from cluster i + 1 and the
performance from cluster j + 1, augmented with the goodness of the
combination of score cluster i and performance cluster j. The goodness
measure is determined empirically, and depends upon the character
of the performances that are being matched (Large, 1998). After the
table has been constructed, the globally optimal match can be read
from it. The Large matcher is intrinsically non-real time, since the
method uses complete knowledge of the performance and the score to
find the globally optimal match. Contrary to the strict matcher, the
Large matcher is guaranteed to find this globally optimal match.
When the performance contains few errors, much unnecessary
information is calculated. The matcher could be made more efficient
by calculating only a band around the diagonal from top-left to
bottom-right in the table, instead of computing the entire table: If
there were no errors in the performance, the whole match would fall
on the diagonal. This approach is used in Dannenberg (1984), where a
score window of fixed size was used to limit the size of the diagonal
band in the table. When using a window of fixed size, however, it is
possible to overlook the globally optimal match, because some
information is never considered.
Hoshishiba, Horiguchi and Fujinaga (1996) proposed a matcher
that assigns a cost to a transition from one combination of score and
performance clusters to another combination. If that transition is
made by matching the clusters, the cost is low; if the combination is
interpreted as an error, the cost is high. In this way, their matcher
constructs a table, where all the cells are connected to their
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neighboring cells. The best match is then represented as the shortest
or cheapest path along the transitions in the table. Like the Large
matcher, this matcher calculates too much information if there are
few errors in the performance. A similar approach was advocated in
Heijink (1996) and an improvement of this approach that solves the
efficiency problem was proposed in Desain, Honing and Heijink
(1997).
2.2.1 Summary of existing research
We have touched on several matchers briefly and discussed two
matchers in detail. The strict matcher and the Large matcher deal in
different ways with the three main problems of matching described in
the introduction. Both matchers focus on the problem of performance
errors, but the Large matcher tends to be more robust in this respect.
With regard to other issues, several authors (Desain & Honing,
1992; Puckette & Lippe, 1992) have acknowledged the problem of
expressive timing and its consequences for the behavior of a matcher.
So far, no solutions have been proposed.
Indeterminate ornaments are treated only in a matcher proposed
by Dannenberg and Mukaino (1988). This matcher is able to handle
certain types of trills and glissandi in a simple yet elegant way.
However, we would advocate a more general and extendable
mechanism to be able to deal with all kinds of ornaments.
Some authors report good results by matching algorithms (Large,
1993; Dannenberg, 1984; Dannenberg & Mukaino, 1988; Grubb &
Dannenberg, 1997), but these algorithms are solving a different
problem, or are only applicable in certain situations. However, even in
evaluations by the authors themselves, some practical matching
programs are largely unsuccesful; some researchers even abandon the
whole idea of a successful matcher altogether (Puckette & Lippe,
1992).
Experienced human listeners have little or no problem in
matching a live performance to a paper score in real time. This is still
convincing evidence that robust score-performance matching is
feasible, and it inspired us to yet another attempt, based on ideas on
mental representation of temporal structure that were developed in
the context of studies on expressive timing in music (Desain &
Honing, 1992).
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2.3 A comparison of different matching
approaches
Authors of existing matchers describe the way in which their
matchers solve a problem, rather than what the solution is. In other
words, they describe the implementation of the matchers, rather than
the specification (the logical constraints that must hold between
score, performance, and matcher) that led to the implementation.
Because existing matchers have been implemented in different ways,
it is difficult to compare them. For this reason, we have designed a
general control structure for matchers, and have specified the strict
matcher and the Large matcher in terms of this control structure. We
will show that these two matchers are in fact different instances of
the same approach. Finally, we will introduce a new matcher that
uses structural annotations in the score and show how it can be
specified in the same way as the existing matchers.
2.3.1 A general control structure for matchers
In matching, it is often difficult to decide which note in the score
can be matched to a particular performance note. For instance, if the
score specifies two consecutive notes with the same pitch, and the
performer plays only one of them, that performance note could be
matched to either one of the score notes, depending on the situation.
An approach that attempts to make a correct decision quickly, like
the strict matcher, needs much contextual information. A decision for
a present situation may even depend on decisions to be taken later in
the process.
The approach we took regarding this problem is similar to the
one described in Large (1993). We will allow a matcher to interpret a
situation in all possible ways, and postpone the decision about the
correct interpretation until all of the alternative interpretations are
fully considered.
To clarify this, we must introduce the concept of states. A state
contains all the information the matcher needs to make an
interpretation of the current situation. At any time during the
matching process—that is, in any state—the matcher considers a
combination of a particular score note and a particular performance
note. Depending on the matcher, it could also consider several notes
at the same time. In general, a state contains at least a score cluster
and a performance cluster. Both clusters could consist of one or more
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notes, depending on the situation and the matcher. From a state, the
matcher can make transitions to other states. After a transition, the
matcher looks at a different place in the performance, at a different
place in the score, or both.
Figure 5: The tree resulting from a match between the
performance (a3 1.2), (b3 2.7) and the score (A3 1), (B3 2), (B3 3).
The characters next to the edges denote the transitions: m, d and i
stand for match, deletion error and insertion error, respectively. A
dash instead of a note in the cluster indicates the end of the score
or performance is reached.
All the information the matcher needs is, by definition, contained
in a state to prevent the matcher from having to look back at earlier
states or transitions. This means that if a matcher needs more
information than just the current score and performance cluster—for
instance, the strict matcher needs to know the last match made to be
able to use the minimum-ioi and maximum-ioi parameters—that
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information needs to be in the state. We will return to this point after
giving an example of the matching process.
Consider a hypothetical matcher that starts at the beginning of
the score and the performance and can make three different state
transitions at any point. First, it can interpret a state as an insertion
error, in which case it skips a note in the performance. Second, it can
interpret a state as a deletion error, in which case it skips a note in
the score. Third, it can interpret a state as a match, in which case it
proceeds by one note in both the score and the performance and stores
the match. It can only interpret a state as a match if the pitch of the
performance note is equal to the pitch of the score note. The
hypothetical matcher tries to match the performance {(a3 1.2), (b3
2.7)} to the score {(A3 1), (B3 2), (B3 3)}.
Figure 6: A graph representation of the tree in Figure 5 to prevent
representing equal branches more than once.
The matcher interprets every state in three ways and can
therefore make two or three transitions, depending on whether a
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match is possible, so the tree shown in Figure 5 is formed. A state is
represented as a node in this tree and is denoted as a performance
note followed by a score note in angular brackets. A transition is
represented by an edge. The root node is defined as the node without
any incoming edges, a terminal node is a node without outgoing edges
and an end node is a node representing a state where both the end of
the score and the end of the performance have been reached. This
means that every end node is a terminal node, but not vice versa.
Every path through the tree from the root node to a terminal
node represents a valid match alternative, from which the matcher
must choose the best one. The best match alternative is the
alternative that contains the most match transitions. The matcher in
question determines how this alternative is selected.
Notice that there are some states that are represented more than
once in the tree. This means that some alternatives are considered
more than once. In the case of large scores and performances this
approach is not adequate: the resulting combinatorial explosion must
be harnessed before we can speak of a feasible solution. For this we
use dynamic programming (Cormen, Leiserson, & Rivest, 1990),
noting where two independently developed matching paths arrive
again at a same state. Recall that any matcher is required to make its
decision about what state transitions to allow on the basis of the
information in the current state only. In this case, a state contains
only a performance note and a score note. By definition, two different
paths ending in the same state will develop in exactly the same way.
We can therefore safely combine paths that have common states. The
result of this joining of paths in the tree from Figure 5 is the graph in
Figure 6. As in the tree of Figure 5, any path through the graph from
the root node to a terminal node represents a valid match alternative,
from which the matcher has to choose the best one.
Although a valuable solution, the use of dynamic programming
still yields an enormous data structure for large pieces, and more
optimization is required. Fortunately, because expansion of any node
in the graph depends only on the contents of the state it represents,
the order of expansion is not important, and it is possible to expand
the most promising alternative first. For this, a definition of 'most
promising alternative' is needed so that each edge or state transition
is labeled with a cost; the most promising alternative is defined as the
cheapest alternative. The exact cost of each state transition is
determined by the rules of the matcher. By expanding nodes in order
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of their cost the search is structured to obtain a best-first order of
path construction in the graph, which prevents the computation of
unnecessary information.
The method we outline here is a variant on a standard algorithm
for finding the shortest paths from one node to every other node in a
directed graph (Dijkstra, 1959). The approach of building a partial
graph and selecting the best path in it has already been used by Van
der Helm and Leeuwenberg (1991) to account for regularity and
symmetry in mental codes for visual perception, and for a model of
piano fingering (Parncutt, Sloboda, Clarke, Raekallio, & Desain,
1997) that calculates an optimal fingering pattern among the millions
of possible alternatives.
When one path has reached an end node, the cost of that path
becomes an upper bound for the cost of other paths. This means that
all partial paths with a cost higher than the cost of the first path need
not be expanded any further, assuming the cost of a path cannot
decrease. However, there could be partial paths with a cost lower
than the cost of the first path. If, in expanding the cheaper partial
paths, a new one reaches the end node with a lower cost than the first
complete path, the upper bound is lowered to the cost of this path. If
there are no more partial paths cheaper than this upper bound, all
the best match paths have been found.
The mechanism of specifying an upper bound for the cost of a
match path maintains its usefulness if more matches must be found
than just best matches. If the upper bound is removed after the best
paths have been found, the graph building process is resumed until
the set of next-best alternatives has been calculated.
The process of building the graph is called phase one. When the
relevant part of the graph has been built, generally more than one
optimal path exists. Phase two consists of the selection of one path
from a potentially large number of best paths. All the paths that are
considered in phase two have an equal number of matches, so in the
second phase the matcher must use other information such as timing
to be able to distinguish the paths. A matcher can use much more
information in this phase, because the number of alternatives to
compare is much smaller. The strict matcher and the Large matcher
do not use timing information, but rather choose a path in the second
phase based on the order in which transitions occurred in the first
phase. In their original specifications, the second phase was wholly or
partly entwined with the first phase. By pulling the two phases apart,
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it became apparent that these matchers arbitrarily choose a path in
the second phase.
2.3.2 Cost functions
Cost functions assign costs to transitions. A cost function must
satisfy two constraints: First, it should provide a definition of the best
match path. We defined this to be the path containing the most
matches or, equivalently, the fewest errors. Second, a cost function
should assign only non-negative costs to transitions. If the cost of a
path could decrease with length, the upper bound provided by the
complete path would be meaningless, since a partial path more
expensive than the upper bound could become cheaper again later.
An infinite number of cost functions satisfy the constraints, but
the exact definition of a cost function has an enormous effect on the
size of the graph generated in the first phase. A simple cost function
satisfying the above constraints assigns a cost of zero to a match
transition and a cost of one to both an insertion and a deletion
transition. The cost of a path is then the total number of insertions
and deletions in the path.
This simple cost function will assign the same cost to a very short
partial match path and a complete match path if they have the same
number of errors, which may lead to much unnecessary computation.
Ordering the paths with the same number of errors according to their
lengths helps in limiting this effect. Moreover, if the score contains
more notes than the performance, one needs a minimum number of
deletions in the interpretation to be able to reach the end state. A cost
function that does not assign a high cost to a deletion in a state in
which deletions are still needed is also beneficial for the efficiency of
the search. These issues led us to the formulation of cost functions
that greatly reduced computation time, but a more elaborate analysis
is still needed. Since cost functions only affect the efficiency of the
matcher and not the result, we will not discuss them in the rest of
this article.
2.3.3 An example
We will now give an example of how the hypothetical matcher
from the previous section uses a best-first strategy. Going back to the
example performance and score of Figure 5, suppose we use a simple
cost function that assigns a cost of zero to a match and a cost of one to
insertion and deletion errors. The matcher expands the nodes in the
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graph in a wavelike pattern, starting at the root node (see Figure 7).
The waves reflect the order in which the graph is built.
In the following sections, the strict matcher and the Large
matcher will be specified in terms of the general control structure.
For each matcher, we need to specify a method to proceed through the
score and the performance, the amount of information a state should
contain, and the permissable state transitions. This determines the
first phase of matching: building the graph. For the second phase, we
must specify how one match path is selected from the potentially
large number of match paths found in phase one.
Figure 7: Best-first graph expansion: behind the state is the cost of
the node; order of expansion is indicated by the numbered lines.
Because the strict matcher and the Large matcher use different
parameters, it is difficult to compare them. For example, should the
value of the maximum-ioi parameter be equal for both, or do the
matchers react differently to the same value? For this reason, we
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have chosen to modify them in such a way that no parameters are
necessary. We have called the resulting matchers the general strict
matcher and the general Large matcher.
The original strict matcher decided whether a state where no
notes could be matched was an insertion error or a deletion error,
based on the maximum-ioi and minimum-ioi parameters. The general
strict matcher does not attempt to decide on a single interpretation of
a state, but allows all possible interpretations. It chooses the one
containing the greatest number of matches after all the alternatives
have been fully investigated, in phase two. Therefore, it does not need
the maximum-ioi and minimum-ioi parameters.
The original Large matcher attempted to divide the performance
into clusters before matching the performance and the score. The size
of the clusters was based on the maximum-ioi parameter. The general
Large matcher uses the general control structure to find the optimal
clustering of the performance during the matching process itself.
In the original versions of the matchers, there was a distinction
between possible paths (only one, in the case of the strict matcher)
and impossible paths. The general versions of the strict and Large
matchers represent the strength of the general control structure in
combination with a cost function: there is no distinction between
possible and impossible paths. Instead, every path is more likely or
less likely to be the best one.
2.3.4 The general strict matcher
The general strict matcher reads the performance note-by-note
and the score cluster-by-cluster. This means that a state contains one
performance note and a set of score notes that all have the same onset
time. The most important distinction between the original strict
matcher and the general strict matcher is that the general strict
matcher always considers multiple alternative matches, whereas the
original strict matcher always considers exactly one match
alternative. Moreover, the original strict matcher poses some
constraints on the match that are side effects of the implementation,
rather than design considerations. We have lifted these constraints in
the general strict matcher.
When in a particular state the performance note matches a note
in the score cluster, a match is made. If the performance note does not
match any note in the score cluster, both a deletion error and an
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insertion error are considered. This leads to the expansion behavior
depicted in Figure 8.
When x matches a note in the score cluster, as in Figure 8a, the
next state contains the next performance note and the score cluster
without the matched note. If the score cluster contains only one note,
the next score cluster is fetched. If there are no matching pitches, as
in Figure 8b, both an insertion error and a deletion error are
considered.
Figure 8: Expansion behavior of the general strict matcher: (a) note
x matches (m) with a note in cluster Y, (b) note x does not match
any note in the score cluster Y, so this situation is an insertion
error (i) or a deletion error (d).
When the whole graph has been built, several match paths exist.
Each of these represents a subset of all possible strict matches
between score and performance. In the second phase, the general
strict matcher must choose one path from this set: the path that the
original strict matcher would choose.
The original strict matcher always matches a performance note
when possible. Suppose the matcher is comparing match path A and
match path B. It then searches for the first performance note, say p,
that is matched in one alternative, but not in the other. If p is
matched in A but not in B, the matcher chooses match path A over
match path B, and vice versa. In this way the general strict matcher
chooses the path the original strict matcher would have chosen from
the set of all complete match paths.
2.3.5 The general Large matcher
We also have respecified the Large Matcher on top of our general
control structure. In the original Large matcher, both the score and
the performance are read cluster-by-cluster. Thus, for the general
Large matcher, every state contains a performance cluster and a score
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cluster. A score cluster is a group of notes with equal onset times; a
performance cluster is a group of notes such that every consecutive
pair of notes has an interonset interval smaller than the maximum-
ioi.
In the general Large matcher, this parameter has been
eliminated. Instead, we have introduced an extra transition, called
cluster enlargement that adds an extra note to the performance
cluster. This transition is applicable in every state, so every score
cluster is matched against a performance cluster that grows until it
'fits' the score cluster. The cluster-enlargement transition, in
combination with the cost function, automatically finds the optimal
clustering of the performance in the course of the matching process.
Another transition is the substitution-error transition. If both the
score and the performance cluster contain exactly one note and their
pitches are not equal, they are treated as a substitution error.
The expansion behavior is depicted in Figure 9. The Large
matcher is always allowed to make an insertion-error or a deletion-
error transition, even if two clusters match. If a match is made, the
remaining nonmatching notes from the score cluster are considered to
be deletion errors and the remaining notes of the performance cluster
are considered to be insertion errors.
Figure 9: Expansion behavior of the general Large matcher: a
match (m), an insertion error (i), a deletion error (d), a substitution
error (s) or a performance cluster expansion (e).
A cost function for the general Large matcher is more
complicated than a cost function for the strict matcher, because the
Large matcher has two extra transitions: substitution error and
cluster enlargement. A substitution error should be more expensive
than a match and less expensive than the combination of an insertion
and a deletion error. The cost of a cluster enlargement should be low
if the performance cluster contains less notes than the score cluster
and high if the performance cluster contains more notes than the
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score cluster. In this way, a match path where performance clusters
are the same size as the corresponding score clusters will be cheapest.
In the second phase, the general Large matcher chooses the best
path in the graph in the same way as the general strict matcher. This
is not always the same path as the Large matcher would have chosen,
but because the choice is arbitrary in both cases, this choice is as good
as the other and it makes the matchers easier to compare.
2.3.6 Further generalizations of the strict matcher
and the Large matcher
We have already concluded that there were some idiosyncratic
characteristics of the existing matchers that were not apparent in
their original specifications. These conclusions could only be drawn
from the kind of analyses and respecifications we undertook and
inspired us to develop the strict matcher into a general strict matcher
and the Large matcher into a general Large matcher, in order to
make their behavior more logical and comparable. From the
specifications in the previous section, one sees that the general strict
matcher and the general Large matcher are in fact very much alike.
They have different expansion behaviors and different cost functions,
but essentially, they use the same strategy.
If we allow the general strict matcher to interpret a situation
where only a match would be possible as an insertion, deletion, or a
substitution, the general strict matcher and the general Large
matcher can use the same cost function. If the two matchers use the
same cost function and the same expansion behavior, they only differ
in the way they process the performance and both matchers will
ultimately choose the same path. A test of the behavior of these
matchers on two Chopin pieces shows that this is indeed the case. The
two matchers make the same interpretation of an error in 93 percent
of the cases and the differences in interpretation are explained by the
substitution-error transition (Heijink, Windsor, & Desain, 2000).
2.3.7 A structure matcher
Neither the general strict matcher, nor the general Large
matcher can cope with extreme expressive timing or with ornaments
in a satisfactory way. In order to better deal with these problems, we
propose another matcher. This matcher, called the structure matcher
(Heijink, 1996; Desain, Honing, & Heijink, 1997) is based on the idea
that temporal structure annotated in the computer score gives a
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matcher more clues regarding how to interpret the performance,
analogously to structural annotations in a paper score giving a
human listener more clues. This is also motivated by the observation
that, while expressive timing may greatly upset the order of events as
specified in the score, it will mainly do so in ways respecting the
musical structure (Desain & Honing, 1992). For instance, notes in a
melodic line are not likely to be played in a different order, while
parallel voices can be timed independently of each other, so notes in
two parallel voices may occur in any order.
If temporal structure (chords, voices, etc.) is annotated in the
score, we can predict which order constraints will be observed. These
annotations enable us to deal with expressive timing and handle the
problem depicted in Figure 3. We will restrict the discussion here to
two types of temporal structure, annotated as S (for sequential) and P
(for parallel) in the score. A sequential object comprises a number of
objects occurring one after the other, for instance, a melody. A
parallel object comprises a number of objects occurring at the same
time, for instance, a chord, or several voices played at the same time.
The score is then a hierarchical structure where the lowest level
contains notes and all higher levels contains structural units (S or P).
Figure 10: Expansion behavior of the structure matcher: a match
(m), an insertion error (i), or a deletion error (d).
Most performances cannot easily be divided into clusters, and we
therefore decided to have the structure matcher process the
performance note-by-note. Processing the score is more difficult due to
the structural annotations. For example, consider a case where the
score contains several parallel voices. Instead of looking at one score
cluster at a time, the structure matcher looks at several score clusters
(one for each voice). The matcher can move forward in any voice
independently of the others, because each voice can be independently
timed.
The information in a state is limited to a performance note and
one score cluster for each voice. The matcher does not require any
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parameters, and the expansion behavior is kept simple, as Figure 10
shows. Essentially, this expansion behavior is the same as the general
Large matcher, except that the performance is processed note-by-
note, so the cluster-enlargement transition is not necessary. We
decided not to interpret combinations of errors in the first phase, and
to exclude the substitution-error transition.
If the score is annotated in such a way that it is a sequence of
chords, the only difference between the general strict matcher and the
structure matcher is their expansion behavior. (Compare Figures 8
and 10.) If the score is annotated in another way, the structure
matcher behaves like an organized set of parallel strict matchers,
thereby lifting the restrictions on score structure of the general strict
matcher and the general Large matcher.
The behavior of the structure matcher has been compared to the
behavior of the other two matchers in matching two Chopin pieces.
The results show that the structure matcher performs much better
than the other two matchers. When the structure matcher interprets
a note as an error, the matcher is right in 85 percent of the cases,
while the general strict matcher and the general Large matcher are
correct in 42 percent and 46 percent of the cases, respectively (Heijink
et al., 2000).
The structure matcher does not make the correct interpretation
in all cases, because it only uses pitch and onset information.
Moreover, the onset information is only used to establish the order of
the notes: actual timing information is not used. In some cases,
however, more information is needed to be able to make the correct
decision (Heijink et al., 2000).
2.4 Conclusions
We have discussed several approaches to matching notes in a
musical performance to the corresponding notes in the score.
Although a simple problem at first sight and an easy task for
experienced human listeners, matchers are sometimes not very
successful. This is especially true when performance errors occur,
when extreme expressive timing is used, or when there are
underspecified ornaments in the score.
Such difficulties have led some researchers to abandon
matching, or to overestimate the problems involved. Dynamic
programming has proved an elegant solution to these difficulties. It
allows exploration of multiple alternative matches while keeping the
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combinatorial explosion of possibilities at bay. This approach has
already been proposed by previous authors, but we use it more
extensively as a general control structure underneath
reimplementations of two different matchers. We also implemented
this approach in a new matcher that uses structural annotations in
the score.
The general strict matcher, the general Large matcher, and the
structure matcher turned out to be very similar. The matchers only
differ in expansion behavior and in the use of order constraints, but
they are all instances of the same approach. The use of structural
information leads to a much better match, as is shown by Heijink et
al. (2000).
We believe we have shown that there are insufficient grounds for
pessimism with regard to the feasibility of robust score-performance
matching. Although not all problems have been solved, robust score-
performance matching is feasible if we can more fully exploit the link
between the musical knowledge that is expressed or implied in paper
scores, and its rendition in musical performances.
2.5 Future work
A fundamental object of study is the nature of real performance
mistakes (see, for example, Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993) and their
interpretation by a matcher. Knowledge of categories of mistakes and
how often mistakes in a particular category are made in various
situations can be used in the computation, as is done in a simple form
by the Large matcher.
The annotations used to indicate sequential or parallel structures
for the structure matcher could also be used to specify ornaments, so
specialized matchers could be invoked at the appropriate time to deal
with these ornaments. The advantage of having specialized matchers
is that knowledge of special and complex cases need not be
centralized, thereby keeping the algorithm simpler.
The efficiency of the matchers is a problem that is closely related
to the problem of finding a good cost function. We have seen that
pitch information is often not adequate to distinguish several possible
match paths. The use of other information, such as timing
information, in the first phase (Vantomme, 1995), rather than in the
second phase, would limit the size of the graph, but would also limit
the generality of the general control structure.
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A practical part of the work will be to make the matchers and
related tools available in POCO, and to make POCO directly
accessible over the World-Wide Web. Progress on this will be reported
on www.nici.kun.nl/mmm.
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ABSTRACT — In order to study aspects of music
performance, one has to find correspondences between
the performance data and a score. Locating the
corresponding score note for every performance note,
called matching, is therefore a common task. An
algorithm that automates this procedure is called a
matcher. Automated matching is difficult because
performers make errors, performers use expressive
timing, and scores are frequently underspecified. To find
the best match, most matchers use information about
pitch, temporal order, and the number of matched notes.
We show that adding information about the musical
structure of the score gives better results. However, we
found that even this information was insufficient to
identify some types of performance errors and that a
definition of best match based only on the number of
matched notes is sometimes problematic. We provide
some suggestions about how to achieve greater
improvements.
This chapter has been published as Heijink, H., Windsor, L, & Desain,
P. (2000). Data processing in music performance research: Using
structural information to improve score-performance matching.
Behavior Research Methods, Instruments, & Computers, 32(4) ,
546–554.
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3.1 Introduction
Music performance involves highly complex cognitive and motor
skills and therefore provides a rich domain for the study of perception
and motor control. Music performance in the Western classical
tradition involves composers who create scores and musicians who
transform those scores into performances. A score specifies which
notes are to be played in what order, and how long those notes should
be in relation to each other. It also gives indications about tempo,
loudness, timbre, articulation, and phrasing. These indications are
often vague and open to different interpretations. Moreover, certain
score events, like trills, glissandi, and other ornaments, have different
meanings depending on the instrument, the character, and the style
of the piece. A score offers a wealth of interpretative freedom, and the
way in which a performer deals with this freedom may contribute to
our understanding of the nature of music, perception, and action. The
role of the performer manifests itself in the relation between score
and performance, and this relation has therefore been the subject of a
considerable body of research (for an overview, see Gabrielsson, 1999,
and Palmer, 1997.)
In order to analyze aspects of a performance such as timing
fluctuations, the onset times of performance notes have to be related
to the notated score rhythms. Likewise, when studying performance
errors, the performance has to be compared to the score on a note-by-
note basis. Linking performance notes to score notes is commonly
called matching a performance to a score. The resultant relation is
called a match, and a computer program that performs this task is
called a matcher.
In the simplest case of music performance, the score consists of a
single voice; that is, it consists of a sequence of notes x1,...,xn. Every
note has an onset time in some discrete unit (a time in seconds would
not be appropriate, because a score does not exactly specify tempo or
timing), a pitch, and a duration in terms of the chosen time unit. A
performance is a sequence y1,...,ym, where every note has an onset
time in seconds, a pitch, and a duration in seconds. Pitches are
assumed to be discrete and identifiable. Note that the numbers n and
m that represent score and performance length, respectively, are not
necessarily equal: Performers make errors.
We will only consider recorded performances that consist of
discrete events. This means that the pitch, the onset, and the
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duration of a note is unambiguous and readily available for every
note. A performance recorded as an audio signal does not fall into this
category, but a MIDI recording of a performance does. The Musical
Instrument Digital Interface or MIDI protocol (International MIDI
Association [IMA], 1983; see also Roads, 1996) stipulates a hardware
interconnection scheme and a method for data communication. MIDI
information is packaged into small messages sent from one device to
another. The messages usually carry information about keypresses
and knob turnings. We are concerned with messages that consist of
start and stop times of notes, which in the case of piano music means
the pressing and releasing of keys. Because much of the music
performance research focuses on MIDI recordings of piano music, the
restriction we make here does not limit too severely the applicability
of the matchers we discuss too severely.
Figure 1: (a) An example of a score structure with two parallel
voices. (b) A textual representation of the same structure. V1 and
V2 stand for voice 1 and 2, respectively. The note names are for
identification, they do not refer to pitches. The empty lines in (b)
have been inserted to improve readability.
In the case of a single-voiced score, matching a performance to a
score is similar to comparing two text strings (see Cormen, Leiserson,
& Rivest, 1990, chap. 34) or comparing two DNA strings (see Cormen
et al., section 16.3). However, a score rarely just consists of a
sequence of notes: More frequently, it consists of a sequence of chords.
These chords, commonly called score events, consist of one of more
notes that should be played at the same time. Not only notes can
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occur at the same time, but also whole sequences: A score frequently
consists of several voices that all are sequences of events. In
summary, a score consists of one or more voices V1,...,Vk, where each
voice consists of one or more events E1,...,En. Each event in turn
consists of one or more notes x1,...,xq. In fact, scores can be structured
in much more complex ways than this, but we will not discuss those
here. Figure 1a illustrates the structure of a score.
In this article, a textual representation of a score will be used,
where every line represents one note. On each line is the abstract
onset time of the note and its pitch. We will only deal with two-part
music (piano music can usually be divided into a left-hand and a
right-hand part) and to make clear which notes belong to which part,
we will use boldface for the right-hand part. In the remainder of this
article, we will refer to parts as voices. The onset times make clear
which notes belong to which event: notes with the same onset time
belong to the same event. Figure 1b shows the textual score
representation of Figure 1a.
Matching is a complex task. It is difficult because performers
make errors (score notes may be missing in the performance, or
performance notes may be missing in the score), performers make use
of expressive timing, and scores are frequently underspecified.
Furthermore, music usually consists of several parallel streams, so
existing string matching algorithms cannot be used.
Underspecification of a score occurs when ornaments are notated
ambiguously and it is not clear which notes to expect in the
performance. This is not a problem that arises in the pieces we use
here. In what follows, we will concentrate on the problems of
performance errors and expressive timing.
In music performance, there are many types of errors that occur
(Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993). Some errors are hard to detect: For
instance, detecting errors in timing or articulation usually requires
much general musical and stylistic knowledge. We will focus on errors
that are easy to detect automatically, namely pitch errors that occur,
for instance, when a wrong key is hit by the performer.
Essentially, there are two kinds of pitch errors: notes are played
that are not in the score (insertion errors), as shown in Figure 2a, or
notes that are specified in the score are omitted (deletion errors), as
shown in Figure 2b. Some combinations of insertion and deletion
errors can be interpreted as substitution errors, as in Figure 2c. These
errors are very common in music performance, but the interpretation
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of errors is outside the scope of this article. We will therefore focus on
locating them.
An error can be detected even though the note was correct
(henceforth called false alarm), and conversely, an error may not be
detected even though the note was incorrect (henceforth called miss).
We will refer to a situation in which an error is rightly detected or a
note is rightly deemed correct, as a hit. A matcher cannot tell the
difference between a hit, a miss, and a false alarm. Only by
comparing the match found by the matcher with the correct match
(for instance, a match made by hand) can the difference be discerned.
Figure 2: Examples of (a) an insertion error, (b) a deletion error,
and (c) a substitution error. In each case, the performance is on the
left, the score on the right. Matches and substitutions are indicated
by solid and dashed lines, respectively. Insertion and deletion
errors are indicated by lines ending in solid and open circles,
respectively.
The process of finding errors will now be described. A matcher
uses order constraints when making a match. This means that when a
score specifies a certain temporal order for the notes to be played, this
order must be reflected in the performance in a certain way. All the
matchers we discuss in this article use the following two constraints.
First, notes in the same score event—that is, notes that should
sound simultaneously according to the score—can occur in any order
in the performance. If, for instance, a score specifies a chord c, e, g,
the performance might be c, e, g, in that order, but the performance
could also be e, c, g, or g, e, c, due to motor noise, expressive
intentions, or recording artifacts. Second, notes in different events
should occur in the order specified in the score. It follows that notes
within the same melody cannot be reversed.
The errors in the performance are detected in the following way:
A match is made between score and performance, such that the order
constraints are satisfied and as many notes as possible are matched.
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Two notes can be matched if their pitches are equal. All the notes that
have not been matched are insertion errors (unmatched performance
notes) or deletion errors (unmatched score notes). Because the
matchers we discuss try to maximize the number of notes in the
match in different ways, false alarms or misses occur in different
situations and the number of detected errors varies.
A matcher cannot tell the difference between hits, misses and
false alarms; it just finds errors. Every miss or false alarm causes
extra manual work to repair the match, so the success rate of the
matcher is important. Several authors (see, for instance, Puckette &
Lippe, 1992) have suggested that adding some kind of intelligence,
such as knowledge about timing or structure, to a matcher may
increase this success rate. Similarly, Desain and Honing (1992) have
stressed the importance of information about the score structure. In
this paper, we will investigate in what way the use of score structure
information can improve match results.
3.2 Different approaches to score-performance
matching
There are many approaches to score-performance matching.
Matchers have been proposed by Dannenberg (1984), Dannenberg
and Mukaino (1988), Puckette and Lippe (1992), and Vantomme
(1995). These matchers are concerned with following a score during a
real-time performance and are commonly known as score-followers. In
these cases, knowing where the performer is in the score is more
important than making a qualitatively good match.
Other approaches have been proposed by Honing (1990); Large
(1993); Hoshishiba, Horiguchi, and Fujinaga (1996); and Heijink
(1996). These matchers are concerned with off-line analyses of
recorded performances and the quality of the match is much more
important than efficiency.
The three approaches that we will compare in this article are the
general strict matcher (GSM, based on a matcher that is part of the
POCO system; see Honing, 1990), the general Large matcher (GLM,
based on a matcher proposed by Large, 1993), and the structure
matcher (SM, based on a matcher proposed by Heijink, 1996). The
approaches that these matchers use, their design, and their
implementation are described in detail in Heijink, Desain, Honing,
and Windsor (2000). For a discussion of the relation between the
original versions of the matchers, see Desain, Honing, and Heijink
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(1997). In this paper, we will concentrate on the behavior of the GSM,
the GLM, and the SM. It will be described in the remainder of this
section, which is summarized from Heijink et al.
The GSM processes both score and performance front to back and
note for note. When a performance note and a score note of the same
pitch are compared, the matcher considers only one alternative: a
match between the notes. When a performance note and a score note
of different pitches are compared, the matcher considers two
alternatives: the performance note might be spurious (an insertion
error), or the score note might have been omitted in the performance
(a deletion error).
Because notes of the same pitch are always matched to each
other, some match alternatives are never considered. For instance,
when the score contains two repeating notes of the same pitch and the
performer plays only one, the match alternative where the second
score note is matched is never considered, because the matcher
processes the first score note sooner. This approach makes the
matcher very efficient, but in cases where an error is made in a
context where several notes of the same pitch occur (a situation that
occurs frequently in music), the matcher is apt to make wrong
decisions and may find more errors than the performance contains.
The GLM solves this problem by considering several alternatives
when it encounters a performance note and a score note of the same
pitch: a match between the two notes, an insertion error, and a
deletion error. In addition to these alternatives, the GLM introduces
another: a substitution error. This error is a combination of an
insertion and a deletion error and is common in music performance
(see Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993). When a performance note is
compared to a score note of a different pitch, three alternatives are
considered: a deletion error, an insertion error, and a substitution
error. The GLM is guaranteed to find the best match that satisfies its
note order constraints, even if the performance is barely recognizable.
The SM was designed in order to evaluate the contribution of
score structure information. It resembles the GLM as far as the
allowed matches are concerned: It considers all possible matches
between score and performance that satisfy its order constraints. The
matchers differ in the order constraints they use. The SM uses voice
information annotated in the score and considers parallel events in
different voices to be independent in their timing: This enables voices
to shift with respect to each other. The information the SM can use is
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not limited to voice information: The matcher can be extended to use
other structural information like types of ornaments and instrument-
specific annotations.
3.3 Material
We tested the matchers using seven different performances of
two different scores. The performances to be matched were five
performances of the Etude in c minor (Révolutionaire), Op. 10, No. 12,
and two performances of the Fantasie Impromptu, Op. 66, both by
Fryderyk Chopin. These two pieces were chosen partly because they
were used as examples in Hoshishiba et al. (1996), but also because
they are complex pieces that are difficult to perform, they contain
several voices, and they are usually played with large expressive
deviations. Moreover, the Fantasie Impromptu had a polyrhythmic
relationship between left and right hands: The left-hand rhythm is
based on a beat divided into three equal parts, while the right-hand
rhythm is based on a beat divided into four equal parts. Furthermore,
the seven performances are from widely available Yamaha Disklavier
disks. Table 1 shows the performances with their performers and disk
numbers. The performances were converted to standard MIDI files by
playing back the performances on a Yamaha Disklavier grand piano
and recording from the MIDI out port. All MIDI information other
than note onsets and offsets (such as pedal information) was deleted.
Table 1: Performances Used in Matcher Comparisons
Reference Performer Disk Number Track
Etude 1 not specified YMM 900202 2
Etude 2 Satoshi Ito YMM 900148 12
Etude 3 Marc LaForet YPA 1069E 1
Etude 4 Krystof Jablonski YPA 1070E 27
Etude 5 Yukio Yokoyama YPA 1100E 8
Fantasie 1 Yukio Yokoyama YPA 1100E 5
Fantasie 2 Piotr Paleczny YPA 1077E 3
NOTE — The performances are available on floppy disks from
Yamaha Music Corporation. Etude refers to the Etude in c minor,
Op. 10, No. 12; Fantasie refers to the Fantasie Impromptu Op. 66.
The scores were standard MIDI files as well. They were checked
by hand and automatically annotated with voice and chord structure
using POCO, a workbench that consists of a collection of tools that
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can be used for the analysis, modification, and generation of musical
expression in a research context (Honing, 1990). The voice and chord
structure annotations were necessarily incomplete. Annotating a
score with complete structure information automatically is beyond
reach at the moment; it would require an automated music analysis
tool. In our view, the problem of score structure annotation is not part
of the matching problem. The structure annotations were checked and
completed by a trained musicologist and performer who is familiar
with the matching process (L.W.).
The matchers are implemented in Macintosh Common Lisp as
part of POCO. The tests were run on an Apple PowerMac G4 with 40
Mb allocated to Lisp. The matchers make large demands on the
computer's memory. We limited the scores and the performances to
the first eighteen bars of the Etude in c minor and the first twelve
bars of the Fantasie Impromptu, in both cases corresponding roughly
to one page of sheet music. The reason for this is that with 40 Mb of
memory allocated to Lisp, only the GSM was able to match the whole
pieces. However, we wanted to compare the differences in behavior of
the matchers, rather than the differences in efficiency, and the
excerpts we used provided enough situations where the matchers
behaved differently. The time required for matching ranged from less
than 1 second to 7.5 minutes on the configuration described above.
In order to arrive at an objective criterion for evaluation of the
matchers, two trained musicians (H.H. and L.W.) matched the
performances and scores by hand, independently of each other. The
resulting matches are referred to as hand matches (HMs). The HMs
for the Etude were made by both and they agreed completely. The
HMs for the Fantasie were made only by H.H. The HMs are available
on request.
In the seven expert performances, the judges found up to 8 errors
in one of the Etude performances (performance 4, 465 score notes and
467 performance notes), and up to 19 errors in one of the Fantasie
performances (performance 2, 248 score notes and 247 performance
notes).
3.4 Success rate of the matchers
The automatic matches were compared against the hand matches
to see how successful the matchers were. The total amount of notes in
all the scores and performances is 5,642. Of those notes, the GSM
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misinterpreted 66 (1.2%), the GLM misinterpreted 60 (1.1%), and the
SM misinterpreted 8 (0.1%).
In the context of music performance research, the interpretation
of the match needs to be 100% correct. Every note that is incorrectly
interpreted causes extra manual work to correct it, and therefore, it is
worthwhile to improve a match from 98.8% correct (the GSM) to
99.9% correct (the SM).
3.5 Detailed analyses of error disagreement
We will now look more closely at the causes of the disagreement
between the HM, the GSM, the GLM, and the SM. All the errors that
were found by some, but not by all the matchers were analyzed to
determine the cause of the disagreement. The disagreement between
the matches was almost always between the HM and the SM on the
one hand, and the GSM and GLM on the other hand.
Disagreement between matchers occurred for two reasons: Voice
information that was not taken into account and timing information
that was ignored. We will compare the behavior of the matchers in
detail by discussing examples of the two causes of disagreement.
3.5.1 Voice information
The first example is taken from performance 4 of the Etude,
measure 15, beats 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows the sheet music score for
this excerpt, along with a transcription of the performance, spaced
according to the performed timing. The textual representations of the
score and the performance are displayed in Figure 4. The score times
are represented as bar:beat:index (Figure 4, middle column). Because
there are four sixteenth notes in one beat, the index goes from 0 to 3.
Middle c is represented by c3. In this case, the result of the SM is
correct and therefore equal to the HM; the GLM and the GSM arrive
at the same result.
The notes in the right hand (the notes in boldface) run ahead of
the notes in the left hand, so that the chord g3, db4, g4 at 15:3:3 in the
score, as well as the next chord, is about one sixteenth too early. This
kind of asynchrony is common in music performance. Moreover, the
performance misses the g2 at 15:4:1 and the db4 at 15:4:0 in the score.
Because this performance of the Etude is very fast (approximately
140 quarter notes per minute) and because the full, pedaled sound of
the piano makes the notes of the accompaniment blend into each
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other, the omitted notes are not noticeable and the timing of the
melody sounds expressive instead of erroneous. Therefore, we did not
consider the timing of the melody to be erroneous in the hand match.
The missed notes are still considered to be deletion errors.
Figure 3: (a) The sheet music score of measure 15, beats 3 and 4 of
the Etude in c minor, Op. 10, No. 12 by F. Chopin, and (b) the
fourth performance of the Etude (see Figure 4), notated such that
the spacing reflects the timing of the performer.
The SM finds the correct match because it only requires notes in
the same voice to appear in the order specified in the score. Notes can
change order if they are in the same chord or in different voices.
Because the GSM and the GLM consider all notes to be in the
same voice, they treat the playing of the second chord (ab3, db4, ab4 at
15:4:0 in the score) before the g2 at 15:3:3 in the score as an error and
either the chord or the accompaniment note has to be excluded from
the match. Because all the matchers we discuss regard the match
that excludes the fewest notes as the best match, the g2 is treated as
a deletion error.
When the g2 at 25.751 in the performance is considered, it can be
matched to the g2 at 15:4:1 in the score, but not without violating the
order of notes in the accompaniment. This means that the db3 at
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25.772 in the performance cannot be matched to the db3 at 15:4:0 in
the score. The decision between matching the g2 or the db3 is
arbitrary, because the matchers have no concept of timing and the
number of notes in the match is equal in both cases. The matchers are
specified in such a way that they always choose to match the note
that occurs earlier in the performance, so the g2 is matched instead of
the db3.
Figure 4: A textual representation of the score in Figure 3 is in the
middle. The match between the score and performance 4, found by
the general strict matcher (GSM) and the general Large matcher
(GLM) is on the right, the match found by the structure matcher
(SM), is on the left. The hand match (HM) agrees completely with
the match found by the structure matcher. Refer to Figure 2 for an
explanation of the lines and circles.
This example shows that using voice information is necessary to
make the correct decision in cases like this one. It should be
mentioned, however, that the structure matcher does not pose any
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limits on the amount of asynchrony between voices. In this case, the
melody was approximately 0.1 sec ahead (one sixteenth note at a
tempo of ca. 140 quarter notes per minute), but if the melody were
played a whole beat before the accompaniment, the matcher would
still match all the notes. Whether this is desirable or not is debatable.
Figure 5: (a) The sheet music score of measure 10, beats 3 and 4 of
the Fantasie Impromptu, opus 66 by F. Chopin, and (b) the second
performance of the Fantasie (see Figure 6), notated such that the
spacing reflects the timing of the performer.
3.5.2 Timing information
The second example is taken from measure 10, beats 3 and 4 of
the second performance of the Fantasie Impromptu. This example is
included because it shows a case where the SM seems to arrive at a
better match than the GLM, although the latter one finds the correct
match and the SM does not.
Figure 5 shows the sheet music score and the performance
transcription of this excerpt and Figure 6 shows the matches made by
the GLM and the SM. The match made by the GSM is not shown,
because it is not relevant to the point we wish to make here. The score
time representation uses a different grid than in Figure 4, because in
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this case a beat contains both a triplet and four sixteenths. The index
goes therefore from 0 to 11 with the sixteenths at 0, 3, 6 and 9, and
the triplet notes at 0, 4 and 8.
In the situation shown in Figure 6, the performer played the
wrong broken chord in the accompaniment: instead of e2, g#2, a#2, c#3,
a#2, g#2, he played e2, a#2, c#3, g#3, c#3, a#2. Because the GLM can
interpret combinations of insertion and deletion errors as substitution
errors, it finds the correct interpretation of the relation between score
and performance. The SM matches more notes, because it allows
asynchrony between the two voices.
Figure 6: A textual representation of the score in Figure 5 is in the
middle. The match between the score and performance 2, found by
the structure matcher (SM) is on the right, the match found by the
general Large matcher (GLM), is on the left. The hand match (HM)
agrees completely with the match found by the general Large
matcher. Refer to Figure 2 for an explanation of the lines and
circles.
Both the GLM and the SM try to maximize the number of notes
in the match. According to this strategy, the match found by the SM
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is better than the one found by the GLM, because the match made by
the GLM contains 10 errors (a substitution errors is counted as two
errors) and the match made by the SM contains only 4 errors.
In making the HMs, we used other information than number of
matches and note order information, like timing information,
harmonic information and knowledge about errors in general. The
GLM found the correct match for the wrong reasons: The errors it
found were due to note order violations according to its constraints. It
can therefore not be said that the GLM is guaranteed to find the
correct match in such cases.
According to the definition of the best match that we used, the
SM found the correct match. This example makes clear that the
number of notes in the match is not a sufficiently good criterion to
find the correct match, but that other information is also necessary.
Only one of the matchers we know of, the one proposed by Hoshishiba
et al. (1996), uses other information than the number of notes in the
match to find the best match. After a match has been found using
only pitch and order information, this matcher uses timing
information to modify the match and get a better result.
3.6 Efficiency and usability of the matchers
We have seen that the SM is more often correct than the other
two matchers. The GSM, however, is much more efficient than either
the GLM, or the SM. In this section, we will explain the reasons for
this difference.
In the process of searching for the best possible match, the
matchers construct a graph that contains partial results. This
dynamic programming technique prevents the matchers from having
to compute the same result more than once. Because the process of
finding the best match consists almost exclusively of building the
graph, the number of nodes in the graph is a good measure of the
efficiency of the matchers.
The number of nodes in the graph depends on four things: the
number of errors detected by the matcher (including false alarms),
the place of these errors in the performance, the number of different
interpretations of a detected error that the matcher allows, and, in
the case of the SM, the number of different voices in the score.
All the matchers consider many possible match alternatives in
order to find the one with the fewest errors in it. Every error that is
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detected increases the number of alternatives that have to be
considered and thereby increases the size of the graph.
If an error is detected near the beginning of the performance, the
effect on the graph size is small, because the fewer notes seen, the
fewer match alternatives to consider. If, however, an error is detected
near the end of the performance, the amount of possible alternatives
is greater and the effect on the graph size larger.
Finally, the number of possible interpretations of a combination
of a performance and a score note differs per matcher. The GSM
allows two interpretations for notes of different pitches and only one
for notes of the same pitch. The GLM and the SM allow more
interpretations of notes of the same pitch: they might represent an
undetected error (a miss). The GLM also allows one extra
interpretation for notes of unequal pitch: They might represent a
substitution error.
The SM allows, in principle, many other interpretations for notes
of different pitch. The number of possible interpretations depends on
the number of voices in the score and the user-defined structural
annotations. It is beyond the scope of this article to explain this in
more detail; it is fully described in Heijink et al.(2000).
Table 2 shows the number of nodes in the graph and the number
of errors found for each performance per matcher. It is clear that for
every matcher, the number of errors increases the number of nodes in
the graph. Because the errors occur in different places in different
performances, the increase is not always obvious; for instance, the SM
finds 14 errors in Fantasie 1 and 13 errors in Fantasie 2, yet the
graph size for Fantasie 2 is greater than that for Fantasie 1.
Table 2: Number of Nodes in Graph and Errors Found per Matcher
GSM GLM SM
Piece Nodes Errors Nodes Errors Nodes Errors
Etude 1 470 2 3179 2 1849 0
Etude 2 481 7 6223 7 22165 7
Etude 3 486 5 5732 5 9260 3
Etude 4 512 10 12805 10 30985 8
Etude 5 468 1 2484 1 5225 1
Fantasie 1 1595 42 70407 42 20180 14
Fantasie 2 2089 41 55038 41 21039 13
NOTE — GSM, GLM and SM refer to the general strict matcher,
the general Large matcher and the structure matcher, respectively.
Piece refers to the first column of Table 1.
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The mean graph size differs greatly between the Etude
performances and the Fantasie performances for both the GSM and
the GLM. The reason for this is that these matchers do not use voice
information. Both the Etude and the Fantasie are two-voiced, but the
Fantasie has a more complex relationship between the voices than the
Etude does. Therefore, the GSM and GLM find more false alarms in
the Fantasie than in the Etude performances. Because the SM does
use voice information, the difference in structure between the
Fantasie and the Etude does not have an effect on the graph size.
3.7 Discussion
We have compared three approaches to matching notes in a
musical performance with the corresponding notes in the score.
Although a simple problem at first sight and an easy task for
experienced  musicians when visually inspecting the MIDI
information, matchers frequently do not find the correct match,
especially when the performance exhibits extreme use of expressive
timing, when performance errors occur, or when there are
underspecified ornaments in the score.
The use of structural annotations in the score is necessary to find
the correct match in situations where the score contains more than
one voice, which is a situation that occurs frequently in music. We
have shown that the GSM and the GLM cannot deal well with voice
asynchrony and that the SM can.
Annotating a score with voice information is, however, a time-
consuming task to do by hand. Fortunately, it only needs to be done
once for each score, after which that score can be used in matching
many performances. Automating the annotating process fully would
mean developing an automated music analysis tool: At the moment,
this is beyond reach. However, we are designing and implementing
tools in POCO (the workbench for expression analysis, modification,
and generation; see Honing, 1990) to at least help the user to add
structural information like bar, phrase, and voice information to a
score.
The efficiency of the matchers is still a problem. The GLM and
the SM compute much unnecessary information, because when a
performance note is compared to a score note of the same pitch, they
should be matched to each other in most of the cases. Only by
considering the possibility of insertion and deletion errors in these
cases are these two matchers always guaranteed to find the best
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match that satisfies their respective order constraints. We are
investigating the possibilities of optimization techniques that may
reduce the graph sizes considerably.
The matchers and related tools are part of POCO. POCO is
available on an Apple Macintosh platform from
www.nici.kun.nl/mmm. There are no plans of porting POCO to
different platforms, but work is being done to make POCO and its
matching facilities accessible over the World-Wide Web. Progress on
this will be reported at the above-mentioned Internet site.
In conclusion, we think that the matchers we discussed in this
article are valuable tools in music performance analysis. The SM
finds the correct interpretation of the relation between score and
performance notes in more than 99.8% of the cases in the pieces we
considered. Finding the correct interpretation of an error in all
possible cases is beyond the reach of any matcher at the moment, but
the use of timing information is probably part of the solution to this
problem.
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4Biomechanical Constraints
in Classical Guitar Performance
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ABSTRACT — The authors performed a behavioral study
of the complexity of left-hand finger movements in
classical guitar playing. Six professional guitarists played
movement sequences in a fixed tempo. Left-hand finger
movements were recorded in 3 dimensions, and the
guitar sound was recorded synchronously. Assuming that
performers prefer to avoid extreme joint angles when
moving, the authors hypothesized 3 complexity factors.
The results showed differential effects of the complexity
factors on the performance measures and on participants'
judgments of complexity. The results demonstrated that
keeping the joints in the middle of their range is an
important principle in guitar playing, and players exploit
the available tolerance in he timing and placement of the
left-hand fingers to control the acoustic output variability.
This chapter can be referred to as Heijink, H., & Meulenbroek,
R.G.J. (in press). On the complexity of classical guitar playing:
Functional adaptations to task constraints. Journal of Motor
Behavior.
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4.1 Introduction
The movements that expert musicians have to perform in order
to play a musical instrument properly are often unnatural, and they
present an example of highly skilled, sophisticated task performance.
The classical guitar ranks among the most demanding instruments in
that respect. Complex passages frequently require the guitarist's
hands to adopt extreme and awkward postures for very brief, strictly
prescribed time intervals, which makes guitar playing both a
spatially and a temporally demanding task.
Investigations of spatially or temporally demanding motor tasks
have been mostly restricted to studies of the production of Morse
codes (Klapp, 1995), tapping (see, e.g., Vorberg & Wing, 1996), typing
(e.g., Rumelhart & Norman, 1982; Shaffer, 1978), or piano playing
(e.g., Repp, 1999; Shaffer, Clarke, and Todd, 1985). Those studies
have shown that the planning, execution and monitoring of complex
movement sequences involve the hierarchical control of a variety of
cognitive and biomechanical processes. In the present study we
examined the left-hand movements of professional classical guitar
players to gain more insight into the biomechanical basis of the
complexity of those movements. The cognitive and musical bases of
complexity were not dealt with but are briefly addressed in the
Discussion section. In this paper, we use the term complexity as a
characteristic of a posture or a movement and reserve the term
difficulty for judgments of how complex a posture or a movement is,
because there may be complex movements the skilled performer
considers easy and simple ones that he or she considers difficult to
play.
The movements of the left and the right hand serve different
functions in guitar performance. Whereas the performer uses the left-
hand fingers to shorten the strings by pushing the strings on the
metal frets (stopping a string), he or she uses the right-hand fingers
to pluck the strings. The tone ranges of the guitar strings overlap, so
almost every note of a musical score can be played on different
strings. Furthermore, every note can be stopped with any of four
fingers of the left hand (in classical guitar playing, the thumb is not
used to stop the strings). The result of a performer's making a choice
for a location and a finger for each note in a piece of music is called a
left-hand fingering, or just fingering. In the notation system that is
used for guitar music, fingerings are only partly, or not at all
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prescribed, which makes selecting a fingering an important part of
playing the classical guitar.
The total number of different fingerings grows exponentially with
the number of notes in the piece: Even if a melody of n notes is played
entirely on one string, the total number of fingerings is 4n. An average
guitar piece contains several hundred or even thousands of notes, so
the total number of fingerings a guitarist can choose from for that
piece is enormous.
The problem of finding a suitable left-hand fingering for a note
sequence is closely related to the inverse kinematics problem that
individuals continuously and effortlessly solve in everyday motor
tasks such as pointing, reaching and grasping (Rosenbaum,
Loukopoulos, Meulenbroek, Vaughan, & Engelbrecht, 1995). In those
tasks, people must select a suitable goal posture (i.e., a set of joint
angles) from an infinite number of possible postures that, in principle,
all allow successful task performance. In the case of guitar playing,
this means that for a particular note, one of the four fingers needs to
be allocated to a certain spatial position, given that many options are
available. Like the inverse kinematics problem in other motor tasks,
that problem is an instance of the more general degrees-of-freedom
problem (Bernstein, 1967) that arises whenever there are multiple
means to solve a task.
In motor control research, three solutions to that problem have
been proposed (Rosenbaum, Meulenbroek, & Vaughan, 1996). In two
of the solutions, the focus is on the role of joint coupling and intrinsic
movement dynamics. In the third, to which we adhere here,
redundancy is assumed to be controlled on the basis of cost
containment. The problem of selecting optimal locations and fingers
for every note in a sequence can indeed be seen as the planning of a
low-cost series of postures that satisfy relevant task constraints
(Rosenbaum et al., 1995; Rosenbaum, Meulenbroek, Vaughan, &
Jansen, 2001).
Several principles on the basis of which costs may be contained
have been advanced, such as the minimization of jerk (Flash &
Hogan, 1985), torque change (Uno, Kawato & Suzuki, 1989), muscle-
tension change (Dornay, Uno, Kawato & Suzuki, 1996), work
(Soechting, Buneo, Herrmann, & Flanders, 1995), energy (Alexander,
1997), and neuromotor variance (Harris & Wolpert, 1998; Van Galen
& Van Huygevoort, 2000). In the case of guitar playing, task goals are
usually defined in terms of acoustic output, so cost containment may
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additionally be related to certain acoustic dimensions. However,
because in the present study we focused on the biomechanical basis of
the complexity of left-hand finger movements in guitar playing, we
will not take those acoustic-output-related costs into account.
Furthermore, because our study protocol did not allow us to assess
the biophysical parameters listed earlier, we resort to a more task-
performance-related definition of movement cost, as proposed by
Rosenbaum et al. (1995).
Following the theory of Rosenbaum et al. (1995) concerning
multiple constraint satisfaction, we assumed that a guitarist is likely
to choose the biomechanically easiest fingering when there are no
other overriding cognitive or musical constraints to take into account.
We assumed that in this study  there would never be such constraints
because the experimental task, that is, playing scales, is very simple
in both cognitive and musical terms .
Apart from the work by Rosenbaum et al. (1995) and Rosenbaum
et al. (2001) mentioned earlier, there is other support for the
hypothesis that postures are adopted during task performance on the
basis of a minimum-cost principle. Subjective ratings of postural
comfort suggest that the cost of a posture is lowest when joints are in
the middle of their range and increases nonlinearly when the joint
angles leave the middle of their range (Cruse, Wischmeyer, Brüwer,
Brockfeld, & Dress, 1990). Rosenbaum, Van Heugten and Caldwell
(1996) have provided further empirical evidence for this view by
showing that oscillating the wrist around the axis of the forearm can
be done more quickly when the forearm is in the middle of the
pronation-supination range than at either extreme (the so-called
middle-is-faster effect). In guitar playing, there are many oscillating
movements (e.g., trills), and being able to perform these kinds of
movements fast is desirable; therefore, that could be the reason why
guitarists prefer to keep their joints in the middle of their range.
In a pilot experiment in which we asked expert guitarists to rate
the complexity of left-hand postures on the guitar we were able to
show that the findings of Cruse et al. (1990) also apply to guitar
playing (Heijink, 1999). The complexity ratings were lowest when
postures in the middle of the guitar neck were adopted and increased
when that position on the neck was farther to the left or to the right.
Furthermore, a large finger span was rated higher in complexity, that
is, it was considered more dificult, than a small finger span. Because
the hand's position on a guitar neck is strongly related to the shoulder
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and elbow joint angles and the finger span is related to the finger
joint angles, the joint angles assumed in the postures might have
determined the guitarists' complexity ratings. Consequently, hand
position and finger span are likely determinants of the biomechanical
complexity of left-hand finger movements in guitar playing.
For a sequence of only a few notes, those two factors might
remain constant. With respect to transitions between postures that
are required in longer note sequences, there are two types of postural
transitions that are relevant. They concern transitions that require
the hand to change position along the guitar neck and transitions
that leave the hand in more or less the same place but require finger
displacements. Those transition types are treated as separate entities
in the pedagogical guitar literature (see also Baily, 1985; Sayegh,
1989). Repositioning the hand within a sequence of notes is
considered complex because movements in guitar playing, as in any
musical task, are time constrained and the arm movement needed to
reposition the hand is considered more complex than a finger
movement is, given that both movements need to be performed in the
same amount of time (Zelaznik, More, McCabe, & Thaman, 1988).
Indirect empirical support for this notion was obtained in the
study by Rosenbaum, Slotta, Vaughan, and Plamondon (1991), who
showed that the arm is best suited for large-amplitude and low-
frequency movements, whereas the fingers are best suited for small-
amplitude and high-frequency movements. Moreover, Meulenbroek,
Rosenbaum, Thomassen and Schomaker (1993) showed that in
addition to the fact that limb segments have preferred movement
amplitudes, frequencies and directions, people display a tendency to
continue using already-recruited limb segments. Changing a limb-
segment pattern apparently appears to be associated with an increase
in movement costs.
In sum, we postulated that three biomechanical factors
determine the complexity of left-hand finger movements in guitar
playing: (a) position of the hand on the guitar neck, where hand
positions at either extreme of the guitar neck are presumed to be
most complex; (b) finger span, where a large finger span is assumed to
be complex; and (c) hand repositioning within note sequences. To
examine these presumed complexity factors, we conducted a
behavioral study in which we manipulated those three factors and
evaluated the effects by means of kinematic analyses of the
variability of expert guitarists' left-hand finger movements. Kinetic
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aspects also constitute important additional constraints in guitar
playing, because the left-hand fingers need to produce relatively large
forces to press the guitar strings on the metal frets (for a discussion of
kinetic aspects of tapping, cf. Sternad, Dean, & Newell, 2000), but
those aspects were excluded from our analyses and are referred to in
the Discussion. Effects of the complexity factors on the timing of the
musical output and complexity ratings by expert guitar players were
also assessed.
Concerning left-hand finger movements, we assumed that
guitarists generally seek to minimize both spatial and temporal
variability. Spatial variability must be contained because the target
areas in guitar playing are relatively small. The distance between two
frets (the interfret space) ranges from 12.9 to 36.5 mm on a classical
guitar. Moreover, if the finger is placed too far to the left (away from
the soundhole) in that space, the string will buzz against the fret
when it is plucked; and if the finger is placed too far to the right (i.e.,
on the fret), the string's oscillations will be damped by the finger.
Temporal variability must also be minimized because a composer
prescribes a certain rhythm from which the guitarist cannot deviate
too much if that rhythm is to be perceived correctly by a listener (see,
e.g., Schulze, 1989).
In guitar playing, timing is controlled by both hands: the left-
hand finger must be put down on the string before the right hand
finger plucks it and produces the sound. That feature enabled us to
analyze two temporal variables, the timing of tone production and the
timing of the left-hand finger placement, and one spatial variable, the
position of the left-hand fingers in the interfret spaces. We expected
that experienced guitarists who had been trained in the Western
classical tradition, would exhibit a high degree of control over the
acoustic output of their playing, because music in the Western
classical tradition is purely sound oriented, as opposed to, for
example, African music, which is movement oriented (Baily, 1985).
However, the timing and placement of the left-hand fingers offer
much more freedom to the performer, so we expected an increase in
complexity to become apparent in those measures. In particular, we
expected that an increase in task complexity would increase the
asynchrony between left-hand timing and timing of tone production,
analogous to complexity effects on movement latency in a variety of
contexts (see Henry & Rogers, 1960; Klapp, 1980; Meulenbroek & Van
Galen, 1988).
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We expected that the effect of the hand-position factor on finger
placement would be that in higher positions (i.e., positions closer to
the soundhole), the fingers would be placed closer to the frets, because
the interfret spaces become progressively smaller in higher positions,
whereas the strings are progressively higher above the frets. For
these two reasons, the tolerance in finger placement is smaller in high
positions. We expected that the hand repositioning factor would
increase the variability of the placement of the left-hand fingers after
the hand repositioning, but we were uncertain whether the hand
repositioning would have an effect on the placement of the fingers
before the actual repositioning. We also expected that an increase in
finger span would cause the guitarists to place the fingers  farther
from the frets so that they could keep the finger joints closer to the
middle of their range (Cruse et al., 1990; Rosenbaum et al., 1996).
4.2 Method
4.2.1 Participants
Six male professional classical guitarists whose ages ranged from
22 to 36 years participated in this experiment. They were all
graduates of the Brabants Conservatorium in The Netherlands, and
they were active performers and teachers. They were paid 100 Dutch
guilders (approx. $39 U.S.) plus travel expenses for their
participation. We asked professional guitarists rather than novices to
participate in the experiment to avoid possible confounding effects of
being in the process of learning to play the guitar.
4.2.2 Stimuli and design
For the sake of simplicity we limited our study of left-hand
fingering to sequences of single notes. We use the term note sequence
to denote a sequence of notated pitches without reference to positions
on a guitar, whereas the term finger-position sequence is used for a
note sequence to which a fingering is attached. We used musical
scales as a basis for the stimuli. Scales are the building blocks of a
large part of Western music and musicians use them to practice their
motor skills. As such, they are overlearned patterns, in both the
acoustic and the motor domains. A scale consists of 7 notes but we
extended the scale upward so that the note sequences became eleven
notes in length.
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Figure 1: Prescribed left-hand finger-position sequences in which
the complexity factors were varied. (a) Finger span was small (four
frets) or large (five frets), hand repositioning was or was not
required. (b) Hand position was specified as the location of note A,
which was at the first fret (low position), fourth fret (middle
position), or eighth fret (high position). The black lines show the
range of the fingering sequences when hand repositioning is
required. The diagrams of the guitar fretboard are shown as if a
guitarist were looking down over the fretboard of the guitar; so, top
and bottom are reversed, but left and right are respected. That is
the standard way of showing, for example, a chord diagram.
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In the top left of Figure 1a, the fingering pattern of the scale we
used as a basis is depicted; the span between the index finger and the
little finger was four frets. In the bottom left part of Figure 1a is the
prescribed fingering that required a finger span covering five frets.
The two fingerings shown in the left panels of Figure 1a did not
require a repositioning of the hand. Their counterparts that did
require a hand repositioning are shown in the right panels of Figure
1a. Note that for each level of the finger span factor, Locations A
through F were identical in both levels of the hand-repositioning
factor. The hand repositioning had to occur somewhere between
Locations F and G, since F is played with the little finger and G with
the middle finger, and location G lies to the right of F.
The four different fingering patterns shown in Figure 1a were
shifted to different positions on the guitar neck such that the first
note of the fingering was placed in either Fret 1, Fret 4, or Fret 8 (see
Figure 1b). In this way, the patterns needed to be played on the low,
middle, and high parts1 of the guitar neck, respectively.
The participants were instructed to play the stimuli at a tempo of
5 notes/s. The tempo was maintained by a metronome ticking at 2.5
notes/s or 150 beats/min, so for every single metronome tick, two
notes had to be played. A metronome tempo of 5 notes/s or 300 beats
/min was considered too high to serve as a timekeeper.
The combinations of the finger span factor (2 levels), the hand
repositioning factor (2 levels), and the hand position factor (3 levels)
led to twelve different finger-position sequences, and the guitarists
played twelve consecutive replications of each finger-position
sequence. The stimuli were presented in four blocks. Within each
block, finger span and hand repositioning were held constant,
whereas hand position was varied within each block. Hand position
                                                 
1 We deemed that the influence of having to reach over the guitar body
when playing in frets higher than the 12th fret was so great that we would
have difficulty comparing the rightmost hand position with the other two
hand positions; we therefore tried to avoid the guitar body. On the other
hand, if the guitar body were to be avoided altogether, then the rightmost
position could be no higher than the 5th fret; in that case, because the
difference between the levels of the hand position factor would be so small,
we doubted we would find any effect at all. We chose the rightmost position
such that only in the conditions that required a hand-position change did the
part of the stimulus after the sixth note would require the participants to
reach over the guitar body.
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was counterbalanced within blocks and the order of the blocks was
counterbalanced over participants. In sum, the guitarists played 144
trials in four blocks of 3 different finger-position sequences, where
each finger-position sequence was repeated 12 times.
4.2.3 Apparatus and data collection
Participants were seated on a piano bench that was adjustable in
height. For ergonomic reasons, the classical guitar is normally held at
approximately a 45° angle relative to the horizontal. All the
participants played the same standard classical guitar; none of them
had played this particular instrument before, but this did not present
them with any problems.
The stimuli were presented in music notation annotated with
fingering information on a 17-in., 1024- x 768-pixel computer screen,
at a distance of approximately 1.5 m from the participant, directly in
front and below eye level, and at the height where the participants
were used to having a sheet music stand. The guitar sound was
recorded with a directional microphone placed close to the guitar.
A digital metronome (Yamaha YM-2000) was placed directly
behind the computer screen, out of sight of the participants but
clearly audible in the whole room. A second directional microphone
recorded the metronome ticks. The sounds of the guitar and the
metronome were recorded with a sample frequency of 9 kHz.
We recorded the movements of the fingers of the left hand with a
three-dimensional motion tracking system (Optotrak 3020, Northern
Digital, Waterloo, Ontario). We used 10 infrared-light-emitting diodes
(IREDs) for that purpose. Four IREDs were taped to the fingernails of
the left hand, one on each nail; we tilted the IREDs back a few
degrees to avoid obstruction of the camera view by the fingers and
collisions with the guitar strings. One IRED was fixed to the back of
the left hand, two were taped to the proximal phalanges of the index
and middle fingers of the right hand, and three were fixed to the body
of the guitar. The IREDs on the guitar provided us with a dynamic
frame that was used to record the position of the fingers relative to
the plane of the guitar fretboard; the IREDs on the right hand were
used as a check on whether the prescribed right-hand fingering was
followed throughout. IRED displacements were recorded with a
frequency of 100 Hz and a spatial accuracy of less than 0.2 mm in
each dimension. The IRED recordings were synchronized to the
recorded audio signals of guitar and metronome.
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4.2.4 Procedure
The participants were instructed to play the stimulus that was
presented on the screen, while observing the prescribed left- and
right-hand fingerings and the metronome tempo. After the recording
had been started, they could start playing on any tick of the
metronome. The duration of the playing session was approximately 30
min. Before each trial, the participants indicated that they were
ready to start playing and the experimenter started the recording.
Subsequently, a green dot was displayed on the computer screen
below the stimulus, informing the participant that he could start
playing. After the whole stimulus was played, the experimenter
stopped the recording and the green dot disappeared. The same
procedure was repeated for each of the 12 replications.
Before each new finger-position sequence, the participants could
practice it as long as they wished (usually less than 1 min). After one
block of three sequences, the participants took a short break (approx.
3 min); after six sequences a longer break (approx. 15 min) was taken;
and after nine conditions, the participants took another short break.
4.2.5 Pre- and posttest
Before the main experiment, the participants were given a
pretest, in which they were given a printed sheet of the stimuli that
had no fingering annotations. They were asked to write down the
easiest fingering, without using a guitar; to do so, they had to rely on
their ideas about biomechanical complexity instead of their ability to
feel how complex a fingering is. We included that test because we
suspected that biomechanical complexity would not be the only
important factor in the task. The pretest consisted of 6 stimuli
instead of 12 because the note sequences were identical in both levels
of the hand-repositioning factor, although the fingering sequences
were different (see Figure 1a). After the experiment, the participants
were asked to rate on a 5-point scale the difficulty of the 12 conditions
with the fingering annotations that were used in the main experiment
. The pretest took approx. 20 min, the posttest approx. 10 min. The
duration of the whole experiment, including pretest, posttest and
breaks was approximately two hours.
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4.2.6 Data analysis
In the main experiment we used a metronome to force the
participants to play in a fixed tempo. Consequently, we were able to
analyze, for each note, the timing of two behavioral events: (a) the
right-hand tone production and (b) the left-hand finger placement. We
also analyzed the spatial position of the left-hand fingers at the
moment of tone production. Right-hand asynchrony was defined as
the interval (in milliseconds) between the moment at which the
metronome tick sounded and the moment at which the corresponding
tone was produced. A negative right-hand asynchrony represented
the situation in which the tone was produced too soon, that is, before
the metronome tick, and a positive asynchrony implied that the tone
was produced too late, that is, after the metronome tick had already
sounded. Because the participants played two notes for every
metronome tick, every second note had to be compared with an
interpolated metronome tick. The ticks were interpolated such that
they were exactly halfway between the two surrounding real ticks.
Left-hand asynchrony was defined as the interval (in milliseconds)
between the tone production and the moment at which the
corresponding left-hand finger was placed on the guitar neck. Since in
guitar playing left-hand finger placement always precedes the
production of the corresponding tone, we expected only negative left-
hand asynchrony values. In the spatial domain, the left-hand finger
placement was defined as the distance (in millimeters) between the
position of the finger on the guitar neck at the moment of tone
production and the position of the fret closest to that finger at the side
of the soundhole. Because the finger is placed to the left of the fret,
only negative values were expected.
The onsets of the tones in the guitar audio signal were
automatically detected with a custom-written peak-detection
algorithm. A peak was considered indicative of an onset if the
difference between the maximum and the preceding minimum was
higher than a threshold value. We determined the threshold by trying
different values until the results of the algorithm, when applied to the
first participant's data, were such that the number of detected onsets
was between 10 and 12. The onset was defined as the point between
local minimum and maximum where the second derivative was
maximal. The results of that algorithm were visually inspected and, if
needed, corrected by hand (see Figure 2a). The metronome signal was
filtered with a high-pass, zero phase-lag, third-order Butterworth
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filter with a 3-kHz cutoff frequency. With the onset-detection
algorithm mentioned earlier (Figure 2b), we automatically detected
the metronome ticks in the filtered signal. By analyzing the position-
time functions of the fingers representing the finger movements
perpendicular to the plane of the fretboard of the guitar, we detected
the impacts of the left-hand fingers. An impact was defined as that
point in time, between a maximum and a minimum in the position-
time curve (Figure 2c), after a minimum in velocity (Figure 2d), where
the acceleration was half of its local maximum (Figure 2e). The left-
hand finger placements were defined as the x positions of the fingers
at the exact time of tone production. All analyses were carried out in
Matlab 5.2.1 for the Macintosh.
Figure 2: Example of data analysis, showing the output of the
onset-detection algorithm as a dashed line on the acoustic output
signal of the guitar (a), the output of the same algorithm on the
metronome signal (b), and the impact detection of the left hand
finger placement: (c) is the position of the finger, (d) the velocity,
and (e) the acceleration. The metronome and guitar signals were
sampled at 9 kHz and the movement signals at 100 Hz.
The mean and the standard deviation over replications were
analyzed for every variable. We considered an increase in the
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variability as an indication of a decrease in performance caused by
increased task complexity. However, caution is needed with respect to
that research strategy, however, because Slifkin and Newell (1998)
have recently questioned the validity of that view. They argued that
an increase in performance variability might reflect a freer use of the
available degrees of freedom because of a decrease in task complexity.
Consequently, we decided to use the pattern of the means in
combination with variability to assess complexity effects. It should be
noted, that temporal variability in the tone production is undesirable,
and thus does not seem to be a candidate for this type of strategy.
We limited our analyses to the first six notes, because only Notes
A through F were comparable across all conditions2 (see Figure 1). In
left-hand finger timing, we ignored the first note, because for that
note the participants placed the relevant finger on the required
location before the recording was started, that is, long before the first
tone was to be produced.
We evaluated the means and standard deviations of the three
performance measures by means of six separate analyses of variance
(ANOVAs), using a mixed-model approach. There were four within-
subject variables: hand position (three levels), hand repositioning (two
levels), finger span (two levels), and note number (six levels; five in
the case of left-hand asynchrony). When ANOVA results are reported,
the mean square error terms (MSE) of the relevant F tests are also
specified as an index of the between-participants variability that was
present in the data. The reason for reporting the F tests' MSE values
is to show that the between-participants variability was small; that
finding revealed that the participant group was homogeneous and
allowed for the averaging of the data across participants. Post-hoc
comparisons of means consisted of Newman-Keuls tests with a critical
p value of .05, or Student's t tests when appropriate. The statistics
were computed in SPSS 10 and JMP 4.0.2 for the Macintosh.
                                                 
2 Locations B and E were not always played with the same fingers (see
Figure 1a). In the large finger span conditions, those locations could not be
played with the ring finger, because the finger span would be so large in the
left hand position that the participants would not be able to play it. A post-
hoc Student's t test showed, however, that the positions for these two fingers
were not significantly different from each other.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Effects of task variables on right-hand
asynchrony
In Figure 3 are shown the effects of the task variables on the
extent to which the tones that were played coincided with the
metronome ticks. The left, middle, and right panels show the effects
of the variations in left-hand position, hand repositioning and finger
span, respectively. In the top panels of Figure 3 are shown the mean
right-hand asynchrony and the bottom panels the variability in the
acoustic output domain.
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Figure 3: Effects of the complexity factors on right-hand
asynchrony with respect to the metronome. The top panels (a, b,
and c) show the mean asynchrony over replications, the bottom
panels (d, e, and f) show the standard deviation, both in
milliseconds. The letters assigned to notes correspond to the ones
used in Figure 1a.
One can see from Figure 3, that the guitarists performed the task
with high temporal precision. The mean ranged between -8 and +13
ms, which corresponds to a proportional timing error of only -4% to
6.5% relative to the 200-ms interonset interval of the notes. Timing
variability, however, was larger. It ranged between 18 and 24 ms (9%
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and 12% of 200 ms) as is shown in the bottom panels of Figure 3. The
reason for that finding is that the participants showed very similar
timing patterns across replications, but the whole pattern shifted
forward and backward in time over replications. When the patterns
were averaged over replications, however, participants were found to
compensated for the shift of the pattern so that the mean was almost
perfectly on the metronome; for that reason, the mean asynchrony
was relatively small.
In the fragment that was analyzed, we found a significant effect
of note number, F(5, 25) = 5.97, MSE = 515, p < .001. Participants
played Notes A, B, and C after the metronome tick, Notes D and E
more or less on the tick, and Note F before the tick. A post hoc
Newman-Keuls test showed that indeed, the six notes could be
grouped into Notes A, B, and C; Notes D and E; and Note F. This
tendency towards a negative asynchrony corresponded with the well-
known phenomenon observed in tapping—that people also tend to
progressively produce their tapping movements before pacing signals
as the tapping sequence progresses (see, e.g., Vos, Mates, & Van
Kruysbergen, 1995). A t test comparing the timing variability of notes
on real metronome ticks with the variability of notes on interpolated
metronome ticks showed that the variability of the right-hand
asynchrony was not influenced by the 2:1 ratio of the frequencies of
tone production and metronome ticks.
There were no significant main effects of hand position, hand
repositioning, or finger span on either the mean or the standard
deviation. Hand position significantly interacted with note number as
can be seen in Figure 3a, F(10, 50) = 2.18, MSE = 16, p < .05. The
downward trend was more pronounced in the middle and high
positions than in the low position. Hand position did not differentially
affect the variability of the tone production.
The interaction between hand repositioning and note number on
the mean right-hand asynchrony, F(5, 25) = 3.42, MSE = 19, p < .05,
as shown in Figure 3b shows that the tendency toward more negative
asynchrony is more prominent when a hand repositioning is required.
A similar interaction occurred between finger span and note number,
F(5, 25) = 3.91, MSE = 24, p < .01.
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4.3.2 Effects of task variables on left-hand
asynchrony
The effects of the task variables on the asynchrony between left-
hand finger placements and the timing of the tone production are
shown in Figure 4 . The organization of Figures 3 and 4 are the same.
As expected, left-hand timing was always negative because in
performing music on string instruments, the left-hand finger
placements of right-handed musicians need to precede their right-
hand fingers' tone production. In all the panels in Figure 4, the timing
of the finger placement related to the sound of Note D stands out as
compared with the timing of the finger placements related to the
sounds of Notes B, C, E, and F. The finger that stopped Note D was
placed on the string earlier than the fingers that stopped the other
notes. This was confirmed by a post-hoc Newman-Keuls test. Among
Notes A through F, Note D was the only note which required the
guitarist to switch from one guitar string to the next (see Figure 1a).
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Figure 4: Effects of the complexity factors on left-hand asynchrony
with respect to the right-hand timing. The top panels (a, b, and c)
show the mean timing, the bottom panels (d, e, and f) show
standard deviation, both in milliseconds. The letters assigned to
notes correspond to the ones used in Figure 1a.
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In Figures 4a and 4d, one can see that hand position and note
number interacted significantly on both the mean and variability of
the left-hand asynchrony, F(8,40) = 2.36, MSE = 78, p  < .05, and
F(8,40) = 4.43, MSE = 13, p  < .01, respectively. Student's t tests
revealed that on Notes B, C, E, and F, the means for the high position
were significantly more negative than the means for the low position,
whereas all the other means were not significantly different from
each other.
A complementary effect can be seen on the variability of the left-
hand asynchrony (Figure 4d). On Note D, the variability was largest,
particularly in the low position. Post-hoc Student's t tests showed that
the difference in variability on Note D was significant for the low and
high hand positions only.
Neither the hand-repositioning factor nor the finger-span factor
had significant effects on the left-hand asynchrony, nor did they have
any effects on the variability of left-hand timing.
4.3.3 Effects of task variables on left-hand finger
placement
The effects of the task variables on the position of the left-hand
fingers in terms of the distance (in millimeters) between the fingers
and the fret closest to the finger in the direction of the guitar's
soundhole are shown in Figure 5. The organization is the same in
Figure 5 as in Figures 3 and 4.
The left-hand finger placement data showed that the index finger
(which was used to play Note A; see Figure 2) was placed farthest
from the fret, the little finger (used for Notes C and F) was placed
closest to the fret, and the middle finger or the ring finger (used for
Notes B and E depending on the finger-span condition) was placed in
positions between those of the index and little fingers. In the
characteristic guitar-playing hand posture, the index finger is
oriented under an angle of approximately 45° with respect to the
fretboard in the direction of the soundhole. As compared with the
other fingers, the player must place the index finger farther from the
fret in order to avoid damping the string. The little finger can be
placed very close to the fret because it is almost perpendicularly
placed on the fretboard.
Hand position had a significant main effect on the mean distance
between the position of the left-hand finger and the position of the
frets, F(2,10) = 25.10, MSE = 23, p < .001. As the left hand's position
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was varied between low, middle and high positions on the fretboard,
the fingers were placed progressively closer to the frets (Figure 5a),
which confirmed our predictions regarding this effect. There was a
significant main effect of hand repositioning on the left-hand finger
placement, F(1,5) = 8.40, MSE = 3.1, p <.05. The fingers were placed
closer to the frets when a hand repositioning was not required than
when a hand repositioning was required, as is shown in Figure 5b.
Note D is an exception to that phenomenon: on that note, the finger
was placed closest to the fret when a hand repositioning was required.
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Figure 5: Effects of the complexity factors on left-hand finger
placement with respect to the frets. The top panels (a, b, and c)
show the mean placements, the bottom panels (d, e, and f) show
standard deviation, both in millimeters. The letters assigned to
notes correspond to the ones used in Figure 1a.
The finger span factor also showed a significant main effect on
the finger placement in the frets, F(1,5) = 18.86, MSE = 10.2, p < .01.
The fingers were placed closer to the frets when the finger span was
small than when the finger span was large (see Figure 5c). There
were no other significant main effects of the complexity factors on the
variability of left-hand finger placement.
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4.3.4 Pre- and posttests
The participants generated 31 different finger-position sequences
for six different note sequences. When analyzed according to the
experimental variables, the finger-position sequences required
repositioning of the hand in only two of 31 cases, showing
participants' strong preference to avoid that complex option.
Moreover, in those cases requiring a hand-position change, the hand
had to be moved only a single fret. With respect to hand position, our
prediction was only partially confirmed. We expected that the middle
of the guitar neck would be the preferred position, but the guitarists
generated 17 fingerings in low hand positions (i.e., with the index
finger below the fourth fret), 13 in the middle of the guitar neck
(fourth to seventh fret), and only one case in a high position (higher
than the seventh fret). Except for one fingering requiring a finger
span of three frets and one requiring a finger span of five frets, all
fingerings required a finger span of four frets.
Figure 6: The participants' ratings about the complexity of the
finger-position sequences used in the experiment. Means and
standard deviation bars are shown.
The results of the posttest, in which the participants rated the
complexity of the finger-position sequences that were used in the
main experiment, indicated that the complexity factors played an
important role in what they considered difficult sequences. The data
that are summarized in Figure 6 were analyzed with a chi-square
test, with the ratings as the dependent variable. Hand repositioning
had the strongest effect on the participants' judgments, χ2(2, N = 72)
= 34.85, p  < .0001. The finger-span factor had the second most
important effect, χ2(1, N  = 72) = 19.41, p  < .0001, and the hand-
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position factor the smallest effect, χ2(1, N = 72) = 11.57, p < .005. In
sum, our hypotheses about the relative importance of the complexity
factors were confirmed by the results of the posttest.
4.4 Discussion
Our main objective in the present study was to explore the
biomechanical basis of the complexity of left-hand finger movements
in guitar playing. On the basis of a detailed task analysis, notions on
postural comfort (Rosenbaum et al., 1995; Rosenbaum et al., 2001),
and the presumed advantages of keeping joints near the middle of
their range of motion when performing complex motor tasks
(Rosenbaum et al., 1996) or when assuming a complex posture (Cruse
et al., 1990; Heijink, 1999), we posited three complexity factors,
namely, the position of the hand on the guitar neck, the need to
reposition the hand within a tone sequence, and the required finger
span. To examine how 6 expert guitar players functionally adapt to
variations in these task constraints we asked them to perform simple
11-note scales under metronome-paced conditions. The finger-position
sequences the participants indicated as preferred fingerings before
the experiment, the acoustic output constancy of their performance
while playing the prescribed fingerings, the temporal and spatial
features of their left-hand finger movements, and, finally, their
complexity ratings of the played finger-position sequences after the
experiment yielded a coherent pattern of results that confirmed our
notions of the biomechanical basis of complexity in guitar playing. To
refine that claim we will evaluate the effects of the complexity factors
on each of the assessed performance measures of the main
experiment. First, however, we will discuss the results of the pre- and
posttests. As indicated in the introductory comments,
nonbiomechanical aspects such as cognitive and musical factors that
may have codetermined task complexity have been added to the
discussion where relevant.
The results of the pretest showed that, when asked to provide the
easiest fingering for a short note sequence, the participants avoided,
as expected, large finger spans and hand repositioning. Contrary to
our expectations, however, low hand positions (on the left side of the
guitar neck) were preferred over middle hand positions in the pretest.
The preference for low hand positions might have resulted from the
fact that low hand positions generally are the most familiar positions
on a guitar. Furthermore, in terms of redundancy control, when the
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hand is in the low position, the need to explore alternative locations to
the left of that position is eliminated because the guitar neck ends
there. That finding indicates that nonbiomechanical factors might
also have influenced the choice of fingering. The results of the
posttest were in line with those obtained in the pretest. Having to
reposition the hand was clearly thought to be difficult, as was a large
finger span. Furthermore, expert guitar players consider a high hand
position more difficult than a low or middle hand position. Again,
however, low and middle hand positions were judged equally difficult,
probably for the two reasons just mentioned.
With respect to the temporal accuracy of the metronome-paced
tone production, we saw a more pronounced negative asynchrony in
the first 6 notes of the 11-note sequences when a hand repositioning
or a large finger span was required. We regard those effects as
manifestations of an increase in complexity and they therefore are in
line with our predictions. An increased negative asynchrony in the
right hand may be explained in the following way. The participants
might have strategically speeded up their performance before a
complex situation in an attempt to neutralize beforehand the
anticipated time loss associated with having to deal with that
situation. This explanation is, in our view, particularly relevant in
accounting for the effects of hand repositioning, as is explained later.
It should be noted that each complexity factor affected the
growing negative asynchrony in tone production as the sequences
progressed in somewhat different ways. Hand position affected only
the first two notes. That finding demonstrates that the participants
only needed a few notes to get used to the added complexity of the
higher positions. In contrast, hand repositioning increased the
negative asynchrony progressively more across the sequence. We
think that finding reflected anticipation to locally increased task
demands that had to be be coped with between Notes F and G, where
the repositioning had to be realized. The effect of the finger span
factor on the negative asynchrony of the right hand was distributed
evenly across the whole sequence. This may be because that
complexity factor was itself distributed equally across the analyzed
sequence, rather than confined to a single transition.
Regarding left-hand timing, the interaction between hand
position and note number supported our rationale with respect to how
expert guitar players react to and cope with increased complexity.
Differential effects on Note D mainly caused the interaction. The
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finger was placed on the string considerably earlier on Note D than on
the other notes. There are two aspects of the string change between
Notes C and D that are relevant in this context. On the one hand, the
movement required is more complex than that required on the other
notes, because an open string (a string not stopped by a left-hand
finger) is considerably higher above the fretboard than a stopped
string. On the other hand, the first note after a string change can be
prepared earlier than a note that does not occur after a string change,
because in the case of a string change the string is not vibrating when
the finger is placed on it, so the previous note is not damped. In our
opinion, the observed increase in asynchrony was a clear example of
an anticipatory reaction to the increased complexity of the string
change. The conjoint increase in the variability of the asynchrony
supports this view. However, the size of the asynchrony increase
reflected the fact that the guitar players exploited the time available
between the two notes to cope with the complexity because the
required movements did not have consequences for the musical
output and could therefore be performed well before the next tone
needed to be realized. It is precisely because a string change affords
the exploitation of the available time between successive notes that,
even though that factor constitutes an increased task demand, at the
outset of the present study we did not consider it to be a
biomechanical complexity factor in guitar playing.
Concerning left-hand finger placement, the effect of the hand-
position factor can most likely be explained by the variations in finger
span associated with the changing size of the interfret spaces along
the guitar neck. The size of the inter-fret space is larger in the low
hand position and therefore requires a larger finger span than in the
high hand position. Because there is more tolerance in the finger
placement at the low end of the guitar neck, however, the fingers can
be placed a little bit farther from the frets, thereby reducing the
finger span. That argument was further supported by the effect of the
finger-span factor. The effect of the hand-repositioning factor was
similar to the effects of the other two factors, with the exception of the
placement of the index finger on Note D. Our interpretation of this
difference is that when no hand repositioning was required, the next
position of the index finger stayed on the same fret, one string lower.
Aspects associated with such a string change were discussed earlier.
If hand repositioning were not needed, it would be advantageous to
keep the index finger away from the fret so that the risk of placing
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the finger on the fret would be minimized. If a hand repositioning was
required, then the tolerance would not be needed, and the finger could
be placed closer to the fret on the current string.
4.4.1 Functional adaptations to task constraints
We have argued that professional guitarists react to an increase
in complexity by increasing the negative asynchrony with the
metronome, by exploiting the available preparation time for the left
hand, and by reducing the finger span. The finding of a finger-span
reduction supports the general idea proposed in the introductory
comments that one of the ways in which guitarists contain the cost of
fingerings is by keeping their joints in the middle of their range. The
effects on the left-hand timing and the timing of tone production
indicated another strategy of cost containment, namely, an optimal
use of the available movement time by means of locally speeding up to
compensate for an anticipated time loss caused by increased task
demands in the upcoming movement sequence. In our view, the
results of our study, taken collectively, support theories of motor
behavior in which multiple task-constraint satisfaction is emphasized,
such as that proposed by Rosenbaum and colleagues (Rosenbaum et
al., 1995; Rosenbaum et al., 2001). Theories based on the optimization
of a single parameter, for instance output variance (Harris & Wolpert,
1998; Van Galen & Van Huygevoort, 2000), can not account for the
delicate increases of variability at one control level that create
conditions that allow variability to be contained at another, task-goal
related, control level (cf. Slifkin & Newell, 1998).
An objection that could be raised against our general conclusion
is that the size of the effects we found was surprisingly small .
Variability in all three dependent variables remained almost
constant. On average, effects in the temporal domain were in the
range of 5 ms in tone production, 25 ms in left-hand timing, and
effects in the spatial domain were in the range of 4 mm. In our view
this not only reflects the very high proficiency of the participants, but
also demonstrates a great capacity for adaptation to increased task
demands. Apparently, very small adaptations in timing or finger
placement are sufficient to adapt to local complexity changes. The
objective of that strategy might be to keep the variability of right-
hand timing constant, or at least within certain limits. This can be
considered another convincing demonstration of motor
equivalence—in the present case, in the domain of music performance
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(e.g., Lashley, 1942; Merton, 1972; Meulenbroek, Rosenbaum,
Thomassen, Loukopoulos, & Vaughan, 1996; Raibert, 1977).
4.4.2 Remaining issues
In addition to biomechanical factors that determine the
complexity of left-hand finger movements, cognitive and musical
factors also play a role in the complexity of guitar playing, as
suggested by the results of the pretest. When, for instance, the same
melody occurs several times at different pitch heights (a very common
phenomenon in music), it may be biomechanically easiest to use
different fingerings, each one optimally suited to one instance of the
melody. Cognitively, however, it may be easier to choose a less
optimal fingering that suits all, or almost all, instances of the melody.
A possible explanation for this is offered by Baily (1985), who argued
that the performer's internal representation of music may be in terms
of movement, rather than sound. In motor control research, the
"grammar of action" theory (see Goodnow & Levine, 1973; Smyth,
1989; Thomassen, Meulenbroek, & Tibosch, 1991) offers another
possible explanation. The process of selecting a fingering may be
governed by cognitive rules about how to start and how to continue
from a certain situation rather than only by biomechanical rules.
Finally, there are musical constraints on the fingering. The
fingering has to facilitate the desired musical effect, such as phrasing
or timbre. For instance, a long string generates more harmonics than
a shorter string of the same diameter (i.e., the same string, stopped at
a higher fret), so if a bright, clear sound is preferred, the string length
should be maximized, while if on the other hand, a warmer sound is
preferred, the vibrating string length should be limited.
Cognitive and musical constraints are probably at least as
important as, if not more so than, biomechanical constraints in guitar
playing. However, this does not mean that biomechanical constraints
are musically uninteresting. Insights into the biomechanical
complexity of left-hand movements in guitar playing are, for example,
highly relevant for didactical purposes. In addition, in music-
technological contexts in which researchers try to develop computer
algorithms that can automatically generate optimal finger-position
sequences for any score of guitar music, insights into the complexity
of left-hand finger movements might also have applied value (Heijink,
1999; Sayegh, 1989). Likewise, knowledge about the complexity of
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left-hand movements may contribute to improved physical models of
guitar sound (Cuzzucoli & Lombardo, 1999).
In conclusion, in our view the present study clearly shows that
controlling and exploiting redundancy is an important part of
classical guitar playing and that it is hardly surprising that players
take many years of diligent study to attain a technical level that
enables them to do so.
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5Exploring the Role of
Musical Constraints
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ABSTRACT — The aim of the present study was to gain
more insight into how people cope with multiple
constraints in complex motor tasks. To this end we
explored the way in which skilled classical guitar players
expressed metrical structure. Three professional
guitarists played eleven-note tone sequences in which the
metrical structure was manipulated. Additional task
demands, viz., the need to reposition the hand within the
sequences, and tempo were expected to complicate the
expression of metrical structure. Onset timing, tone
duration, and tone energy were derived from the sampled
acoustics. To examine the impact of the added task
demands, the timing and placement of the left-hand
fingers on the guitar neck were analyzed on the basis of
3D motion recordings. The results showed that the
effects of biomechanical factors emerge mostly in non-
output-related variables, and that cognitive factors
emerge mostly in output-related variables. Combined
effects of biomechanical and cognitive factors were found
in onset timing and tone energy, where the effects shifted
from onset timing to energy with tempo, suggesting that
the way in which metrical structure is expressed depends
on tempo.
This chapter is based on Heijink, H., & Meulenbroek, R.G.J. (in
preparation). On the expression of metrical structure in classical
guitar playing: An exploratory study. Invited revision by
Psychological Research.
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5.1 Introduction
Everyone who has tried to learn to play a musical instrument
knows that this is a true challenge. The movements that are required
are often unnatural and ask for higher degrees of control and
coordination than most other motor tasks that we perform in
everyday life. Playing an instrument eloquently is extremely difficult.
Professional musicians need to study several hours on a daily basis to
attain a level of performance such that each and every task constraint
involved is met with apparent ease (cf. Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-
Römer, 1993). In this domain, task constraints can be divided into two
categories: biomechanical and musical constraints.
Biomechanical constraints relate to the postures and movements
involved in playing an instrument, such as the required span between
the fingers and the coordination of simultaneous, repetitive
movements of the two hands. Musical constraints apply to the sound
that is produced, such as its loudness, timbre, timing, etc. Because
the Western musical tradition is primarily sound-oriented rather
than movement-oriented, musical constraints seem unrelated to
biomechanical constraints, but because sounds are produced by the
movements of the musician, we can expect that complex interactions
exist between the effects of biomechanical and musical constraints on
musical performance.
Musical constraints are special instances of cognitive constraints,
and the complex relationships between cognitive and biomechanical
constraints have been studied in other complex motor skills such as
handwriting (Brown, 1988) and typing (Rumelhart & Norman, 1982).
Research into how people cope with multiple constraints in reaching
and grasping tasks has been reported by Rosenbaum, Loukopoulos,
Meulenbroek, Vaughan, and Engelbrecht (1995), and Rosenbaum,
Meulenbroek, Vaughan, and Jansen (2001).
Research into music performance has mostly focused on either
biomechanical constraints (e.g., Wagner, 1971; 1987) or on cognitive
and musical constraints (see Palmer, 1997; and Gabrielsson, 1999 for
an overview), but rarely on both. An exception is Baily (1985, 1991),
who reported in several ethnomusicological studies that in Afghan
lute music, movement patterns and instrument design play an
important role in composition and improvisation, and suggests that
emergent musical structures are shaped by sensorimotor factors. To
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the best of our knowledge, there are no experimental studies on the
subject.
The present study seeks to improve our understanding of how
people handle multiple constraints in complex task performance by
exploring the interactions between biomechanical and musical
constraints in the context of classical guitar playing. We focused on
the way in which professional classical guitar players express
metrical structure in music. Before we summarize what is known
about metrical structure and its expression, we will first describe
some defining characteristics of this particular skill at the level of the
involved movements.
In classical guitar playing, the strings are plucked with the
thumb and fingers (except the little finger) of the right hand, while
the fingers of the left hand (except the thumb) are used to press the
strings down on the metal frets, which is called stopping a string.
When a note is played on the guitar, the guitarist has to choose a
certain location between two frets (we will refer to these locations as
inter-fret space) on the guitar where to stop the note. Because the tone
ranges of the guitar strings overlap, there are between one and five
different locations (two or three for most notes) that yield the same
pitch. Moreover, when a location has been decided upon, the guitarist
can use any of four left-hand fingers to stop the string. In sum, an
intended sequence of pitches (a note sequence) is transformed into a
sequence of hand postures, such that every note is stopped in the
correct location (a finger-position sequence).
With respect to transitions between successive postures that are
required in longer note sequences there are two types of postural
transitions that are relevant. They concern transitions that require
the hand to change position along the guitar neck and transitions
that leave the hand in more or less the same place but require finger
displacements. These transition types are treated as separate entities
in the pedagogical guitar literature (see also Baily, 1985; Sayegh,
1989). Repositioning the hand within a sequence of notes is
considered complex because movements in guitar playing, as in any
musical task, are time constrained and the arm movement needed to
reposition the hand is considered more complex than finger
movement, given that both movements need to be performed in the
same amount of time (Zelaznik, More, McCabe, & Thaman, 1988).
Given the high complexity of guitar playing, both at the
biomechanical level and at the level of finding and performing the
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right finger-position sequences, it is interesting to investigate how
professional guitarists handle additional musical constraints such as
metrical structure. Metrical structure refers to periodic features in
music, i.e., the regular alternation of strong and weak beats. Beats
are organized into bars of equal length, and the musical expression in
a performance has been shown to be influenced by the metrical
structure. Metrical accents (strong beats) are emphasized by delayed
onsets and lengthened note durations in piano performance
(Henderson, 1936), harpsichord performance (Povel, 1977), and vocal
performance (Palmer & Kelly, 1992). Sloboda (1983) showed that
pianists presented with the same melody in different metrical
organizations played events on metrical accents louder, with longer
inter-onset intervals, and with more legato articulation, i.e., with less
time between the offset of one note and the onset of the next.
Listeners derive the intended meter of the performers on the basis of
such articulation cues (Sloboda, 1985).
Metrical structure imposes an accent structure on a melody. This
accent structure can be manipulated by moving the melody in relation
to the bar. As an example, consider the rhythm of the text “Are you
sleeping, are you sleeping”. In its usual relation to the bar, the accent
structure is “ARE you SLEEPing, ARE you SLEEPing” (accentuated
syllables are in capitals). By manipulating the place of the first accent
so that it falls on a weak beat, the accent structure would become as
follows: “are YOU sleepING, are YOU sleepING”. This manipulation
corresponds to the one used by Sloboda (1983) in piano music and is
also used in the present study. The result of the manipulation in the
speech example is, of course, different from the result in music.
Whereas in speech intonation changes with metrical structure, in
classical guitar music the pitches are fixed by the score.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies on the
expression of metrical structure in classical guitar playing. Because
the physical characteristics of a guitar are very different from those of
the instruments mentioned above, it is not obvious how the results of
the above-mentioned studies can be extended to guitar playing.
However, these studies showed that onset timing, duration, and
loudness are all used in expressing metrical structure. Because a
guitarist can manipulate all of these variables, we expected that
guitarists would use all of these variables to express metrical
structure by delaying notes (onset timing), lengthening notes
(duration), and varying the dynamics of the notes (loudness).
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Metrical structure is, of course, not the only factor that influences
the musical output. In an earlier study (Heijink & Meulenbroek, in
press) we demonstrated, among other things, that repositioning the
hand affected the onset timing in guitar playing. The note before the
hand repositioning was played marginally (around 5 ms), but
systematically earlier in order to increase the available time for the
required movement. The study reported in Heijink and Meulenbroek
(in press) also demonstrated that, although guitarists adapted their
behavior to the changes in complexity, they were able to keep the
temporal variability of the output under control. Deviations in
asynchrony from the imposed metronome pacing remained smaller
than 5 ms, which is extremely accurate given that the participants in
our study were required to play in a fixed tempo of 5 notes per second.
In a broader perspective, we are interested in how people cope
with multiple constraints at different levels, and how these
constraints are translated into task goals. Whereas hand
repositioning is a biomechanical constraint that directly relates to the
required movement, metrical structure is a high-level cognitive
constraint that has no direct relation with either the required
movement, or the required sound. Given a particular metrical
structure, the player has to decide how to express it and only then can
it be translated into movements.
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Participants
Six professional classical guitarists (all male; their ages ranging
between 22 and 36) participated in this experiment. At the time of the
study they were all graduates of the Brabants Conservatorium in the
Netherlands and active performers and teachers. They were paid the
equivalent of 18 Euro per hour (approx. 16 U.S. dollars) plus travel
expenses for their participation.
The data of three participants were analyzed. One participant's
data were not analyzed because one of the conditions did not contain
any error-free trials; the data of two further participants were not
analyzed due to technical problems during data recording and
analysis. Because of the exploratory nature of this research, the small
number of participants was not deemed problematic.
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5.2.2 Stimuli and design
We used musical scales as a basis for the stimuli. Scales are the
building blocks of a large part of Western music and musicians use
them to practice their motor skills. As such, they are overlearned
patterns, both in the acoustic domain and in the motor domain. A
scale consists of seven notes but we extended the scale upwards so
that the length of the note sequences became eleven notes. We will
use the term note sequence to denote a sequence of pitches without
reference to positions on a guitar, whereas the term finger-position
sequence will be used for a note sequence to which specific fingers and
positions on the guitar neck, called fingering, are attached.
ZY
T U
V W
P Q R
X
1 3 4
4 5 6 7
1 3 4
4
1
2
S
1
3
(a)
ZY
T U V W
P Q R
X
1
2
3 4
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1 3 4
4
4
1 2
S
(b)
Figure 1: Diagrams of the two finger-position sequences used in
the experiment. (a) No hand repositioning required; (b) hand
repositioning required. The diagrams represent part of the guitar
fretboard, as seen from the performer's point of view. The highest
string is at the top, and the sequences are played in alphabetical
order. Numbers next to the circles indicate fingers (1 to 4 for index
to little finger, respectively); numbers above the diagrams refer to
inter-fret spaces.
Figure 1a shows a finger-position sequence that does not require
a repositioning of the hand. The sequence is played from P to Z.
Figure 1b shows a finger-position sequence that does require a hand
repositioning. The hand repositioning needs to occur somewhere
between locations U and V, since U needs to be played with the little
finger and V with the middle finger, while location V lies to the right
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of U, from the viewpoint of the performer. The sequences were placed
in the middle of the part of the guitar neck that extends from the
guitar body. Earlier findings (Heijink & Meulenbroek, 1999; in press)
suggested that the least complex position on the guitar neck was the
one where the index finger is in the fourth inter-fret space (see Figure
1). Note that the two finger-position sequences shown in Figure 1
both represent the same note sequence c#3 - d#3 - e3 - f#3 - g#3 - a3 - b3
- c#4 - d#4 - e4 - f#4. The sequences are a subset of those used in the
experiment reported in Heijink and Meulenbroek (in press).
V ### # 43 œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ Jœ ‰
V ## # # 43 ‰ jœ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
œ œ
P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
(a)
(b)
hand repositioning
Figure 2: The two note sequences used in the experiment. (a) Note
V is on a metrically accented place; (b) note U is on a metrically
accented place. The letters correspond to those used in Figure 1.
The arrows point to the hand repositioning between notes U and V
as in Figure 1b.
Figure 2a shows the note sequence in a metrical structure such
that notes P and V are in metrically accented positions. Figure 2b
shows the same note sequence in a different metrical structure, such
that note U is metrically accented. The hand repositioning factor and
the metrical structure factor were combined in a full factorial design,
resulting in four conditions, two of which required a hand
repositioning. In those conditions, note U preceded the repositioning
and note V followed it, but in one condition note V was in a metrically
accented position, while in the other condition the same note was in a
metrically unaccented position. Therefore, in one condition, the
motoric structure of the stimulus reinforced the metrical structure,
and in the other condition, the motoric structure was in conflict with
the metrical structure.
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As an extra complexity factor, we introduced a tempo factor of
three levels, such that the inter-onset interval of the notes was 200
ms or 5 notes per second at the slow tempo (which was the tempo
used in Heijink and Meulenbroek, in press), 153.85 ms or 6.5 notes
per second at the moderate tempo, and 125 ms or 8 notes per second
at the fast tempo. The participants were instructed to play in
synchrony with a metronome that ticked at every beat instead of at
every note, because in that case, the metronome tempo would be 300
beats per minute at the slowest tempo, which is so high that we
feared it would confuse the participants rather than assist them in
maintaining the imposed tempo.
In sum, the hand repositioning factor (2 levels), the metrical
structure factor (2 levels), and the tempo factor (3 levels), resulted in
twelve different conditions, each of which was repeated twelve times.
The stimuli were presented in three blocks of four conditions. Within
each block, the tempo was kept constant, while the four conditions
resulting from the combination of hand repositioning and metrical
organization were counterbalanced. The order in which the three
blocks corresponding to the levels of the tempo factor were presented
was counterbalanced over participants.
5.2.3 Apparatus and data collection
Participants were seated on a piano bench that was adjustable in
height. For ergonomical reasons, the classical guitar is normally held
in an angle of about 45 degrees relative to the horizontal. All the
participants played the same guitar, a standard classical model
(Paulino Bernabe, model E3) with a string length of 650 mm.
The stimuli were presented in music notation annotated with
fingering information on a 17-inch, 1024 x 768 pixels computer
screen, at a distance of approximately 1.5 m from the participant,
directly in front and below eye level, at the height where the
participants were used to have a sheet music stand. The metronome
sound was presented over earphones.
The movements of the fingers of the left hand were recorded by
means of a 3D motion tracking system (Optotrak 3020, Northern
Digital, Waterloo, Canada). For this purpose, seven IREDs (infrared
light emitting diodes) were used. Four IREDs were taped to the
fingernails of the left hand, one on each nail; the IREDs were tilted
back a few degrees to avoid obstruction of the camera view by the
fingers and to avoid collisions with the guitar strings. Three IREDs
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were fixed to the body of the guitar. The IREDs on the guitar provided
us with a dynamic frame that was used to record the position of the
fingers relative to the plane of the guitar fretboard. IRED
displacements were recorded with a frequency of 100 Hz and a spatial
accuracy of less than 0.2 mm in each dimension.
The guitar sound was recorded with a directional microphone
placed close to the guitar, which was fed into a Tascam Portastudio
424 four-track tape recorder. The four-track recorder was not used as
a recorder, but only as an amplifier and a mixer. A digital metronome
(Yamaha YM-2000) was also connected to one of the inputs of the
recorder. The metronome signal was connected from the mixer output
of the recorder to the earphones worn by the participant, to the left
channel of the soundcard input of a PC, and to the input of the
Optotrak Data Acquisition Unit (ODAU). The guitar signal recorded
by the microphone was connected from the mixer to the right channel
of the soundcard input. The metronome and guitar signals were
sampled at 44.1 kHz by the PC soundcard. Additionally, the
metronome signal was sampled at 9 kHz by the ODAU. In this way,
we could use the metronome signal to synchronize the movement
recordings with the soundcard recordings.
5.2.4 Procedure
The participants were instructed to play the stimulus that was
presented on the screen, while observing the prescribed left-hand
fingering, right-hand fingering, and tempo dictated by the
metronome. They were told to take special care that the difference
between the two metrical structures could be heard by someone
listening to the sequence without the metronome. After the recording
had been started by the experimenter, they could start playing on any
tick of the metronome. The duration of the playing session was
approximately 20 min.
Before each trial, the participant indicated that he was ready to
start playing and the experimenter started the recording.
Subsequently, a green dot was displayed on the computer screen
below the stimulus to inform the participant that he could start
playing. After the whole stimulus was played, the experimenter
stopped the recording and the green dot vanished. The same
procedure was repeated for each of the twelve replications. The
metronome kept ticking between replications, and the time between
replications was less than 4 seconds.
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Before each new condition, the participants could practice it as
long as they wished (usually less than one minute). The experiment
was conducted without breaks.
5.2.5 Data analysis
Metronome ticks were analyzed in the audio signal by a simple
custom-written peak detection algorithm. Onsets and offsets were
determined by hand for each note in the trial by visually inspecting
the audio signal and its spectrogram. The spectrograms were used to
determine the approximate points in time of onsets and offsets, and
the raw audio signal was used to determine the point in time with
greater precision. Only the offsets of the notes surrounding the notes
relevant to our predictions were determined, namely notes T, U, V,
and W. Onsets and offsets are reported in milliseconds.
An onset was defined as a sudden increase in energy across a
wide range of frequencies, combined with an increase in amplitude
(Figure 3, Panels A and D), corresponding to the noise created by the
right hand fingernail leaving the string. An offset was defined as
either a sudden increase in energy across a wide range of frequencies,
followed by a decrease in amplitude (Figure 3, Panels B and E), or a
gradual decrease in energy across the frequencies present in the
signal (Figure 3, Panels C and F). The differences in the nature of
offsets result from the different damping possibilities. A tone is
damped either with the left hand, by stopping the next note on the
same string or lifting the finger that stops it (cf. Figure 3, Panels C
and F), or by the noise made by the left-hand finger sliding across the
string during the repositioning of the hand (cf. Figure 3, Panels B and
E). The noise of fingers sliding across the copper- or silverwound
guitar strings used on the three lowest strings is not a common
feature of hand repositioning, but at fast tempi, it cannot be
completely avoided.
As a correlate of loudness, we measured the energy of the notes
by computing the amplitude envelope of the sound. The energy of the
notes was defined as the mean absolute amplitude between the onset
and the offset. Amplitude values were in the range [-1, +1] in
arbitrary units, so energy values are in the range [0, 2]. Maximum
absolute amplitude between onset and offset was also analyzed, but
since the results were similar to those of the analysis of mean
amplitude, maximum amplitude analyses are not reported here.
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Figure 3: Panels A and D: Onset detection; Panels B and E, and
Panels C and F: offset detection. The top panels A, B, and C show
the spectrum of the signal in the bottom panels D, E, and F,
respectively. Dotted lines indicate on- and offsets. Raw data from
participant one, trial one is shown. Dark areas in the spectrum
correspond to high energy, light areas to low energy.
The moments at which the left-hand fingers hit the strings were
determined automatically with a custom-written peak-detection
algorithm. The impacts of the left-hand fingers were detected by
analyzing the position-time functions of the fingers representing the
finger movements perpendicular to the plane of the fretboard of the
guitar. An impact was defined as that point in time, between a
maximum and a minimum in the position-time curve, after a
minimum in velocity, where the acceleration was half of its local
maximum. The highest negative velocity represented the moment
where the finger touched the string. From that moment, the absolute
velocity decreased as the flesh of the finger was compressed and the
string pressed on the fret. This is why we defined impact as a point in
time after the velocity minimum. Impact times are reported in
milliseconds. The left-hand finger placements were defined as the x-
positions of the fingers at the moment of impact.
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Statistical analyses consisted of mixed-model repeated measures
ANOVAs. Of course, the number of participants in this study is much
too low to justify such an approach, but we decided for this analysis
for the following reasons. Firstly, repeated measures ANOVAs for
each individual participant showed the same pattern as the ANOVAs
for the whole group. Secondly, the ANOVAs are reported to highlight
the phenomena that are discussed, rather than to use in validating a
theory. The dependent variables were onset asynchrony with respect
to the metronome, duration normalized to the inter-onset interval of
the same note, average energy, left-hand asynchrony with respect to
onset timing, and left-hand finger placement. The factors that were
entered in the model were tempo, hand repositioning, metrical
structure, and note number, in a full factorial combination. Each
factor was then tested against its interaction with the participant
variable.
Onset asynchrony was the dependent variable that showed
whether participants performed the task well or not, since one of the
task goals was to synchronize with the metronome. We decided to
exclude the trials containing one or more notes that exhibited an
asynchrony with the metronome of more than twice the standard
deviation for that trial. The participants played 12 replications of
each condition and after removing the outliers, between 8 and 12
replications remained in each condition.
Only notes T, U, V, and W were analyzed, because the hand
repositioning occurred between notes U and V, and the differences in
metrical structure should become apparent around note U and around
note V, so we included one note before and after these notes. All
analyses were carried out in Matlab 5.2.1 and SPSS 10, both for the
Macintosh.
5.3 Results
Of the five dependent variables that we analyzed, left-hand
finger placement and left-hand asynchrony were not directly related
to the output, which implies that within certain limits, variations in
these variables are inaudible. The other three variables, onset
asynchrony, normalized duration, and energy, were directly related to
the output. We will first briefly describe the results related to the left-
hand finger placement and the left-hand finger asynchrony, before
moving on to the output-related variables.
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5.3.1 Dependent variables not directly related to the
output
There were no effects of metrical structure on left-hand finger
asynchrony or placement, which is what we expected, since these
were not output-related variables. The effect of hand repositioning on
left-hand finger placement was limited to the note following the
repositioning (note V, see Figure 1). There was a significant effect of
note number on the finger placement (F(3, 6) = 20.71, p < .001), as
well as a significant effect of the interaction between note number
and hand repositioning (F(3, 6) = 5.15, p < .04).
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Figure 4: (a) The effect of hand repositioning on the placement of
the left-hand fingers; (b) the effect of hand repositioning on the
left-hand asynchrony relative to onset timing. Means and standard
deviations averaged over three participants, are shown. Note
number is on the x-axis, on the y-axis is the position of the
fingertip relative to the closest fret in the direction of the
soundhole. A negative value means that the finger is placed to the
left of that fret, from the viewpoint of the performer.
Figure 4a shows these effects. The significant effect of note
number is in line with the findings reported by Heijink and
Meulenbroek (in press). Each different finger is placed in a different
position between the frets, with the index finger furthest from the fret
to the side of the guitar body and the little finger closest to the fret.
Notes T, U, V, and W were played with the ring-, little, index, and
ring finger, respectively, if the hand repositioning was absent. If a
hand repositioning was present, the fingers were ring-, little, middle,
and little finger, respectively. We therefore suggest that the
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differences between the two conditions of the hand repositioning
factor are due to the differences in the fingering. The increase in
variability on notes V and W is likely to be due to the hand
repositioning. The relationship between movement amplitude and
performance variability in reaching tasks has already been
convincingly demonstrated by Fitts (1954). In sum, the left-hand
finger placement was affected by the experimental variables as
expected, i.e., it was influenced by the biomechanical rather than the
musical constraints.
Figure 4b shows the effect of hand repositioning on the left-hand
asynchrony relative to the tone onset. Note number had a significant
effect on the left-hand asynchrony (F(3, 6) = 5.82, p < .04), and the
interaction between note number and hand repositioning was
significant as well (F(3, 6) = 27.40, p < .001). When hand repositioning
was not required, the impact of the left-hand finger on note V was
earlier than for the other three notes; when hand repositioning was
required, the impact of the left-hand finger playing note V was
significantly later than the other three notes.
The fact that the impact corresponding to note V is early when no
hand repositioning is required, corresponds to the finding by Heijink
and Meulenbroek (in press). It was suggested that this is caused by
the string change between notes U and V (cf. Figure 1). The first note
after a string change can be stopped earlier than other notes, because
the left-hand finger stopping it does not damp the string that is
vibrating. The fact that the impact corresponding to note V is late
when a hand repositioning is required, can be explained by the
increase in traveling distance between the locations for note U and
note V. It looks as though the impact is in fact some 10 ms after the
onset of the tone, but this is due to the definition of the impact in the
analysis phase. Sometimes the IRED on the fingernail had not
reached its minimum velocity when the tone was being played,
although the string was already pressed down.
In conclusion, whereas the metrical structure showed no effects
on the timing and placement of the left-hand fingers, the
biomechanical constraint of having to reposition the hand within a
note sequence induced discernable complexity effects on these left-
hand movement parameters. Tempo did not have any effect on these
parameters, which shows the high proficiency of the participants in
performing the required movements.
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5.3.2 Dependent variables directly related to the
output
There were three variables in which the differences in metrical
structure could be made audible: inter-onset interval (IOI), duration,
and energy. We expected that metrical structure would have a large
effect on these variables, since these are the only ones in which
metrical structure can be communicated to a listener, although large
differences in IOI could be in conflict with the task instruction of
having to synchronize with the metronome. We therefore used onset
asynchrony with respect to the metronome, rather than IOI, as a
performance measure.
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Figure 5: Onset asynchrony with respect to the metronome. A
positive value means that the note was played after the metronome
tick, a negative value means that the note was played before the
metronome tick. Means and standard deviations averaged over
three participants are shown.
Figure 5 shows that the onset asynchrony ranged roughly
between -20 ms and +20 ms, indicating that the participants indeed
maintained the synchrony with the metronome. Only the interaction
between metrical structure and tempo proved to be significant (F(2, 4)
= 7.02, p  < .05). In Figure 5a, the two patterns shown follow a
different trend, and the difference between the patterns is less in
Figure 5b. Figure 5c shows that in the fast tempo, the sequence was
played with positive asynchrony if note U was accented, whereas the
sequence was played with negative asynchrony if note V was
accented.
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Another interaction, that between metrical structure and note
number, was not significant (F(3, 6) = 4.69, p = .051), but interesting
enough to report. The reason that this interaction was not significant
is most likely the small number of participants and the resultant
small power of the analysis used. Figure 5a shows that, when note U
is accented, note V is played relatively later, which means that the
IOI of note U is increased. When note V is accented, there is hardly
any difference between notes V and W. The same pattern can be seen
in Figure 5b, but in Figure 5c, the lengthening of note U when that
note was accented is part of a general trend and as such, probably due
to the tempo increase, and not due to the metrical structure.
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Figure 6: The effect of hand repositioning (absent and present) on
the normalized duration, expressed as a fraction of the inter-onset
interval (IOI) of the same note. A normalized duration of 1 means
that the duration of the note is exactly as long as its IOI. Means
and standard deviations averaged over three participants are
shown.
The note duration was normalized by dividing it by the IOI, such
that differences in IOI would not obscure differences in duration.
Only the interaction between hand repositioning and note number
proved significant (F(3, 6) = 7.47, p < .02). Figure 6 shows that the
note preceding the repositioning (note U) is shortened, suggesting an
intentional increase in available time for the arm movement at the
expense of the note duration. Note W had the longest normalized
duration, which can be explained in the same way as the large
negative asynchrony in the left-hand timing on the note after a string
change: Note W always preceded a string change (cf. Figure 1), and
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was therefore not damped by a left-hand finger stopping the string,
like the other notes, but only by lifting the finger used to stop note W.
Metrical structure had no effect on the normalized duration.
Whereas Sloboda (1983, 1985) found that duration was the most
reliable cue of metric structure, this result does not suggest any
evidence for this in the classical guitar playing of the three
professional guitarists who participated in the present experiment.
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Figure 7: Average energy per tone, expressed in arbitrary units.
The maximum possible energy value is 2. Means and standard
deviations averaged over three participants are shown.
Energy, the last dependent variable, showed the most complex
pattern of effects of the investigated combination of biomechanical
and musical task constraints. There were significant main effects of
hand repositioning (F(1, 2) = 20.44, p < .05), metrical structure (F(1,
2) = 32.35, p < .03), and note number (F(3, 6) = 22.61, p < .001).
Furthermore, there were significant interactions between note
number and tempo (F(6, 12) = 8.90, p < .001), note number and hand
repositioning (F (3, 6) = 4.82, p < .05), note number and metrical
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structure (F (3, 6) = 6.97, p < .03), and note number, hand
repositioning, and tempo (F(6, 12) = 5.18, p < .01).
Figure 7 shows that there were marked differences due to the
difference in metrical structure. This difference was marginal at the
slow tempo, but clear at the moderate and fast tempi. The effect of
metrical structure was mostly limited to note U, which had more
energy when it was accented than when it is was not (Figure 7,
Panels A and D). The difference is marginal, however. In the
moderate tempo, the difference was more prominent (Panels B and
E), as well as in the fast tempo (Panels C and F). At the moderate and
fast tempi, the energy showed a decreasing trend that was
interrupted by the accented note. A hand repositioning resulted in
slightly more energy over the whole sequence.
The tempo factor changed the energy pattern, especially on notes
T and V: as the tempo got faster, these notes had progressively more
energy, and the visual shape of the energy sequence tended more
towards a sawtooth pattern (Figure 7, Panels A, B, and C). The
addition of a hand repositioning increased this effect even more
(Panels D, E, and F). Whereas at the slow and moderate tempi, note
U consistently had more energy than note V when note U was
accented, in the fast tempo, note U had less energy than note V
whether it was accented or not, although the two sequences were still
different from each other (Panels C and F).
5.4 Discussion
The aim of this study was to explore how highly trained
guitarists handle multiple task constraints defined in the motor and
cognitive domains and thereby investigate the interactive effects of
biomechanical constraints and musical constraints on music
performance. We conducted an experiment in which hand
repositioning, metrical structure, and tempo were systematically
manipulated. Left-hand asynchrony, left-hand finger placement,
onset asynchrony, normalized duration, and energy were analyzed in
detail. The results demonstrated that hand repositioning primarily
affected the normalized duration of the tones, and that metrical
structure mainly affected the onset asynchrony and energy of the
tones. Moreover, the effect of metrical structure changed with tempo
and with hand repositioning. Finally, our results suggest that in the
slow tempo, onset asynchrony reveals more of the metrical structure
than energy, in the moderate tempo, the reverse is the case, while in
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the fast tempo, the biomechanical complexity of the hand
repositioning is dominant. This may point to a shift in the dimension
in which metrical structure is expressed as a result of a tempo
increase.
The latter phenomenon supports the theory that movements are
controlled on the basis of multiple constraint satisfaction (Rosenbaum
et al., 1995; 2001). The various task constraints — playing in
synchrony with the metronome, differentiating between the two
metrical structures, and playing the correct fingering — are satisfied
to a greater or lesser extent depending on the different combinations
of the experimental factors. Theories that capitalize on optimization
of only one parameter cannot account for the compound effects of
tempo, hand repositioning, and metrical structure on the tone energy.
A shift in the dimension in which the metrical structure is
expressed could be explained as a strategic way to deal with the
available degrees of freedom in satisfying the task constraints. In an
earlier study (Heijink & Meulenbroek, in press), we showed that
guitarists strategically vary the positioning and timing of their left-
hand fingers in preparing to reposition the hand. The results of this
study suggest that the preferred way to express metrical structure is
by delaying notes in slow tempi. When the tempo increases, this
method might not be feasible anymore, and energy is chosen instead.
The data gathered in this study did not provide enough material for a
convincing statistical argument, but the participants confirmed our
suggestion in the interview that was conducted after the experiment.
To the question of how metrical structure is expressed in guitar
playing, all six participants in the experiment responded that
lengthening notes was the preferred method, but in the fast tempi
required in this study, they had to resort to loudness variations.
Sloboda (1983) reported that in piano playing, variations in
duration are predominantly used to express metrical structure, but
our results suggest that this is not true for classical guitar playing, at
least not in the aspects of classical guitar playing that were examined
in this study. The participants were playing in synchrony with a
metronome, which limits the freedom in onset timing and duration,
but the metronome was deemed a necessary evil in order to be able to
average over replications and participants. If tempo were allowed to
vary over replications and participants, the data would have to be
normalized to the same tempo for averaging purposes. Studies by
Desain and Honing (1994), and Windsor, Aarts, Desain, Heijink, and
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Timmers (2001) have demonstrated that scaling a tempo up or down
may lead to different results than having a participant play at a
faster or slower tempo. Because the size of the temporal effects that
were found in Heijink and Meulenbroek (in press) were less than 10
ms, we deemed the risk of contaminating the measured effects by
scaling the tempo too great to justify the absence of a metronome.
The results of this study also demonstrated that biomechanical
factors shape the energy pattern as much as musical factors,
especially at fast tempi. Hand repositioning had a marked effect on
the energy on the note immediately following it (note V, see Figure 7),
and this effect became larger with tempo. It is no surprise that in fast
tempi, biomechanical factors become more prominent than in slow
tempi. The data reported by Wagner (1971) already suggested that
the rhythmic structure of scales played by pianist's at very fast tempi
is determined by the fingering rather than by the metrical structure.
However, this study shows that, although the energy patterns
resulting from the difference in metrical structure become more alike
in fast tempi, the difference between them remains.
The increase in energy after repositioning the hand may also be
explained by a phenomenon called mirror movements. Movements
produced by the left hand are to some extent mirrored in the right
hand. Kuhtz-Buschbeck, Sundholm, Eliasson, and Forssberg (2000)
found that this phenomenon persisted even in healthy adults who
participated in a unimanual repetitive squeezing task, although it
was a small effect and decreased with age. In guitar playing, the
hands serve very different functions, but the movements made by the
left-hand and right-hand fingers are almost the same: the fingers are
curved towards the inside of the wrist. Hand repositioning might lead
to a greater tension in the left-hand fingers, which might result in a
greater tension in the right-hand fingers, which in turn could lead to
a higher energy for the tone following the repositioning. However,
since the participants in this study are professional guitar players
and aware of this problem, we consider it more likely that the
increase in energy on note V was intentional.
A point that was spontaneously raised by the participants
themselves after the experiment, was that they found the conditions
in which note F had to be accented more difficult than conditions in
which note G had to be accented, regardless of the hand repositioning.
We suspect that starting a sequence between ticks is more difficult
than starting a sequence on a tick (see Figure 2), in the same way
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that tapping off the beat is more difficult than tapping on the beat
(see, e.g., Volman & Geuze, 2000). Musicians might tend to start too
late when having to interpolate the first note between metronome
ticks in a fast tempo, which would explain the timing pattern in
Figure 5c.
Finally, the variations we found in onset asynchrony, normalized
duration, and energy were so small that it is not at all obvious
whether the variations were audible and therefore, if this study is
perceptually relevant. Because this study was prompted by questions
that arose from motor control research, we focused explicitly on the
production or expression of metrical structure, instead of on the
communication of metrical structure to a listener. It would be the
subject of another study to establish the perceptual relevance of the
variations we found. However, we do not doubt the relevance of this
study in a discussion about music perception. The task used in this
study, playing single-note sequences at high tempi, is much simpler
than the task of playing a piece of music eloquently. Given the high
demands on musicians, both in the cognitive and in the biomechanical
domain, the small variations we found may be all-important in
deciding upon a certain fingering or expressive device. Although the
Western classical tradition is purely sound-oriented, we think that
the potential role of biomechanical constraints must be understood
when other sources of musical expression are investigated.
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The aim of this dissertation was to investigate how redundancy is
controlled in two areas of music performance: score-performance
matching and classical guitar playing. In each area, two studies were
conducted and reported separately. The four resulting papers make
up the central chapters of this thesis. Whereas the aims, methods,
and results of the studies differ in various ways, the key assumption
that guided the research was that redundancy would be controlled by
minimizing costs on the basis of multiple constraint satisfaction.
In Chapter Re we showed that the score-performance matching
problem can be solved with a general programming technique based
on greedy algorithms and dynamic programming (Cormen, Leiserson,
& Rivest, 1990) that allows the specification of different matching
approaches. The control structure clarified the differences between
two existing matchers and prompted the specification of a third
matcher, the structure matcher, that solved the problem of matching
parallel voices in a score. The only two differences between these
three matchers are the order constraints that they use and the way in
which they process score and performance: note by note, cluster by
cluster, or according to a more complex score structure. Chapter Mi
demonstrated that, firstly, the success of a matcher increases
significantly when structural information in the score is used.
Secondly, it demonstrated that the generality of the approach, in
particular the limited amount of information used in the matching
process, leads to problems in situations that could be interpreted
correctly if timing information were used. Finally, a definition of
optimal match based only on the number of matched notes is
insufficient to guarantee that the match made by trained musicians
(to which we referred as hand match) is produced automatically.
Chapters Fa and Sol addressed the problem of redundancy
control in the context of highly skilled movement. This type of
redundancy control is usually discussed in terms of the degrees of
freedom problem (Bernstein, 1967). In Chapter Fa we demonstrated
that expert classical guitarists are able to control, and, indeed, exploit
the freedom in timing and finger placement of the left hand to a very
high degree when dealing with complexity variations introduced by
the manipulation of three biomechanical constraints, viz., (1) the
position of the hand on the guitar neck, (2) the need to reposition the
hand within a short tone sequence, and (3) the required finger span.
The guitarists' capacity to cope with these complexity variations was
convincingly demonstrated by a remarkable consistency in their
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timing of the right-hand finger movements, which is responsible for
musical output invariance. In Chapter Sol we addressed the musical
relevance of the constraints we investigated in Chapter Fa, by
exploring how three professional guitarists coped with a combination
of biomechanical constraints, and a higher-order, musical task
constraint of an intended and in the score prescribed metrical
structure. The results suggest that depending on tempo, different
output dimensions are used to express metrical structure. Moreover,
in situations of high biomechanical complexity, the accent structure
in the output can be explained better from the movement pattern
than from the prescribed accent structure in the score.
In this last Chapter, we will draw some more general conclusions
from the research presented in this dissertation, address some
remaining issues, and speculate about future directions.
6.1 Computer music and computer science
To date, the problem of score-performance matching has been
mostly addressed from a practical point of view: an efficient algorithm
was needed that performed the required task reliably, which resulted
in many different approaches. The matchers proposed by Honing
(1990), Dannenberg (1984), Dannenberg and Mukaino (1988), and
Vantomme (1995) are examples of matchers based on greedy
algorithms (see Chapter Ut). Decisions about transitions (matches
and different types of errors, see Chapter Re) are made locally, and
when a decision is made, it is fixed. The matchers proposed by Large
(1993) and Hoshishiba, Horiguchi, and Fujunaga (1995) are examples
of matchers based on dynamic programming algorithms: decisions are
made on the basis of knowledge of the whole performance and score,
only when all the possibilities have been examined and evaluated.
These matchers are therefore intrinsically non-realtime algorithms.
In Chapter Re we concluded that these matchers only differ in
terms of the nature of the various constraints they use in the
matching process, and in the information used to decide which
transitions would be most likely to match a certain state. The general
control structure we proposed enabled us to analyze and compare the
behavior of two matchers and to show that the other matchers listed
above could be specified in the same way. Chapter Mi demonstrated
the strengths and weaknesses of three matchers under study and of
the general control structure combined with the criteria used by the
approaches (pitch and note order) that we compared. We concluded
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that timing information should be used to interpret some types of
errors correctly, and that a definition of best match in terms of the
number of notes is not always adequate. Another issue is the lack of
efficiency of the general control structure in the case of the general
Large matcher and the structure matcher (see Chapter Mi). We will
now address these problems in turn.
In Chapter Re, we made a distinction into two phases, one phase
in which the graph is built that contains all possible best match
paths, and a second phase in which the best match path is chosen
from the possibly many candidate paths. We concentrated on the first
phase and chose the first match path found in the second phase. Only
one matcher we know of, proposed by Hoshishiba et al. (1995), uses
spline interpolation on timing profiles as a second phase to arrive at a
better match. One other matcher uses timing information: Vantomme
(1995) uses a local tempo estimation in the first phase to predict when
the next note is likely to occur.
Using timing information in the second phase, like Hoshishiba et
al. (1995) would increase the quality of the match. However, the
second phase as we described it only selects one path from the many
optimal paths resulting from the first phase. The matcher proposed
by Hoshishiba et al. modifies the best match from the first phase. If,
in our general control structure, decisions about transitions in the
first phase were made without any timing information, it is likely
that the best match in terms of the second phase is suboptimal in
terms of the number of matched notes or a similar measure, and the
increase of match quality might be marginal. We expect more benefits
from including timing information in the first phase.
In Chapter Mi, we concluded that the general control structure
lacks efficiency. This may be surprising, since one of the reasons for
the development of the general control structure was the
consideration that the method used by Large (1993) and Hoshishiba
et al. (1995) could be made more efficient. The reason for the
inefficiency of the general control structure is in the implementation,
not in the approach. Because each matcher built on this structure can
specify different order constraints and different kinds of information
stored in the match states (see Chapter Re), the general control
structure provides much more facilities than the individual matchers
need, and the implementation could be optimized to a large degree.
We refrained from optimizations, however, for two reasons: firstly,
the aim was to show that the matching problem could be solved by a
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simple variant of a text-book algorithm. Secondly, we wished to make
a theoretical point in that the aim was to compare different
approaches to the matching problem and not different
implementations of matchers. Efficiency was therefore not an issue
when the general control structure was designed.
The importance of the research we undertook in Chapters Re and
Mi is that, as far as we know, this is the first attempt to give an
overview and a systematic analysis of score-performance matching
approaches that is linked to general algorithmic techniques. This is
primarily a contribution to the field of computer music and computer
science, but not exclusively. As we mentioned in Chapter U t,
matchers are frequently used in music performance research (see,
e.g., Palmer & Van de Sande, 1993; Timmers, Ashley, Desain, &
Heijink, 2000; Windsor, Aarts, Desain, Heijink, & Timmers, 2001),
making the present research a contribution to the tools of music
psychological research. In our opinion, this is at least as important as
a contribution to theories prevailing in this domain.
6.2 Towards a model of classical guitar
fingering
As we argued in Chapter Ut, the fingering problem on string
instruments is an instance of the matching problem in the sense that
every note in the score has to be matched to a finger of the left hand
being placed at one of many possible positions on the guitar neck. The
generality of the control structure described in Chapter Re makes it
suitable for this application as well. The difference with the score-
performance matching problem is that performance notes are
matched to score notes on a one-to-one basis. Left-hand fingers and
their positions on the guitar neck are matched to score notes on a
many-to-one basis. Given a domain in which cost functions can be
calculated and a set of constraints that determine the possible
transitions from one state to another, the general control structure
could be used to solve the fingering problem. The research in
Chapters Fa and Sol was conducted in order to investigate in which
domain a cost function could be calculated and what the relative
impact of each of these constraints would be.
In Chapters Fa and Sol we explored four possible constraints
that were likely to apply to the task of planning a fingering. Three of
these constraints were biomechanical in nature and one was related
to the intended musical output as far as metrical structure was
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concerned. We were able to show that combinations of these
constraints differentially affected the spatio-temporal characteristics
of the left-hand finger displacements of professional guitarists as well
as the produced sound, the latter being differentiated into three
different output dimensions (inter-onset intervals, duration, and
energy).
The question that was investigated in this context was which
aspects of performance would and could be minimized given the
invariant musical output structure which professional guitarists are
able to achieve under continuously and fast changing conditions. On
the basis of the results of the experiment reported in Chapter Fa, we
speculated that the movement time of the left-hand finger
displacements was most likely to be maximized since this
performance dimension does not directly affect the musical output
which is generated by the right-hand finger movements. In contrast
to movement-time maximization of the left-hand finger
displacements, the absolute difference between the required finger
span and some ideal finger span, associated with the left-hand finger
joints remaining near the center of their range of motion as much as
possible, would most likely be a candidate of performance that could
better be minimized (cf. Cruse, Wischmeyer, Brüwer, Brockfeld, &
Dress, 1990; Rosenbaum, Van Heugten, & Caldwell, 1996). A higher-
level optimization is suggested by the exploratory study of Chapter
Sol: the place of a position change in a fingering sequence should be
such that the note immediately following the change is on a
metrically strong beat to avoid accentuation of a weak beat.
Based on these four constraints and the optimizations associated
with them, an outline of a possible model of guitar fingering could be
sketched that on the one hand could serve score-performance
matching problems and on the other suggest optimal performance
with respect to left-hand finger sequencing given a particular score.
Rather than formulating such a multi-purpose model explicitly and
evaluating its sensitivity and predictive power through empirical
research, we have conducted four studies of the possible foundations
of such a model in two different research domains. Although the
model itself has remained beyond the scope of this thesis, we hope our
research has paved the way for future researchers to work towards
this achievable goal.
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6.3 Guitar fingering and skilled motor behavior
Most studies in motor control research address everyday
movements, such as reaching, grasping, and walking. These types of
motor behavior have been acquired during someone's whole life and
can be said to be natural motor behavior: adult people can do this
effortlessly. This dissertation dealt with a different kind of motor
behavior that we will call expert motor behavior. Examples of this are
typing, dancing, gymnastics, and playing a musical instrument. This
type of motor behavior does not come naturally: playing a musical
instrument at a professional level requires approximately ten years of
hard work (cf. Ericsson & Lehmann, 1996). Moreover, the help of a
teacher is indispensable to ensure that the time is used well. We
think that research into skilled motor behavior can contribute to a
better understanding of natural motor behavior by investigating how
the motor system functions at the limits of its possibilities, just like
research into motor disorders contributes to a better understanding of
natural motor behavior by investigating which part of the motor
system is disordered (see, e.g., Van Thiel, 2001).
As we mentioned in Chapter F a, the basis for the research
conducted in that chapter and the subsequent one is the theory of
Rosenbaum et al. (1995, 2001). This theory states that movement is
planned as a series of postures that are then connected by
movements. Both the postures and the movements are chosen on the
basis of a prioritized multiple constraint hierarchy including
constraints like obstacle avoidance and minimization of movement-
related effort.
The latter idea is supported by the results of Chapter Fa and Sol:
the subtle adaptations in different control levels we found cannot be
accounted for by theories based on the optimization of a single
parameter. The fact that the theory is posture-based is discussed
extensively in Rosenbaum et al. (2001), and we will not repeat that
discussion here. Another argument in favor of this theory in the case
of fingerings is that one of the subgoals of playing a certain note at a
certain time is to 'grasp' the guitar neck at a certain point at a certain
time.
Variations in behavior were found primarily in dimensions that
were not directly related to the output. On the one hand, this shows
that planning is primarily performed in the auditory domain (cf.
Guenther, Hampson, & Johnson, 1998). This comes as no surprise,
since task instructions were formulated in this domain and feedback
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was provided in the same domain. On the other hand, it supports the
ideas advanced by Latash, Li, & Zatsiorsky (1998) that error
compensation is an important principle in redundancy control.
Redundancy in dimensions other than the output dimension is used to
maintain invariance in the output. The size of the variations we
measured was extremely small, as we already mentioned in Chapter
Fa, but since these variations were consistent over participants, we
are inclined to attribute the size of the variations to the high level of
expertise of the participants.
Chapter Sol suggested that depending on tempo, different output
dimensions were chosen for the expression of metrical structure. This
can be seen as an extension of the results of Chapter Fa: not only are
the available degrees of freedom in left-hand timing and finger
placement used to satisfy task constraints, but if the task demands
the accentuation of certain notes, the freedom in the possibilities of
accenting a note is used as well.
6.4 Remaining issues and future directions
Chapters Re and Mi demonstrated that the structure matcher
performed well, except in situations where timing information was
required to make a correct decision. Another problem with this
matcher was the efficiency, due to the generality of the approach
used. It would be interesting to optimize this matcher further. There
are at least two possibilities to do this. The first is to focus on the
implementation of the structure matcher: the control structure could
be stripped of the features it offers that are not needed by the
structure matcher and the graph used in the first phase of matching
could be represented in a less insightful but more efficient data
structure, like the two-dimensional table used by Large (1993).
A more interesting possibility would be to focus on the
specification of the matcher: more musical knowledge could be
incorporated in the matcher to reduce the size of the graph built by
the algorithm. Timing information has already been mentioned, but
knowledge about difficulties in the score and errors that are likely to
occur could also be beneficial. Still, the way in which the matching
problem is usually solved corresponds to the way in which people
would read a computer representation of a performance, rather than
to the way in which people listen to a performance. If, for instance,
there is a big, loud chord in the score, trained musicians are not likely
to miss it. The matchers we discussed do not make any difference
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between notes in such a chord or notes in a fast run. The reason for
this may be that all matchers are, to a greater or lesser extent,
related to the matcher proposed by Dannenberg (1984), which is
based on a string-matching algorithm. It would be interesting to
investigate whether an approach based on models of music perception
would perform better than the usual approaches.
Such a matcher would have to cope with different problems. For
instance, it is much easier to see performance errors in a computer
represented performance, than to hear performance errors in a live
performance (Repp, 1997). An algorithm based on listening to music,
rather than reading music could serve as a first approximation of a
match and indicate uncertain places in the match, which could
subsequently be solved by a matcher such as the structure matcher
we proposed in Chapter Re . In connection with this, it is worth
mentioning the work by Grubb and Dannenberg (1997; see also
Grubb, 1998), who used a stochastic method in a score-follower that
follows an audio signal to track a vocal performer in real time with
very good results.
The research into guitar fingering presented in Chapters Fa and
Sol could, in principle, be used in matching as well. A fingering
algorithm could estimate local difficulties in a score, based on the cost
of the optimal fingering for a fragment. Using this information, a
matcher could actually expect errors to occur in certain places, and
expect flawless performance in others. The matchers we discussed in
Chapters Re and Mi work only on music represented in MIDI format,
and the research presented in Chapters Fa and Sol focuses on guitar
music represented as audio signals. In our view, this is not an
important drawback. Firstly, there are classical guitars that generate
MIDI information. They are (at present) not suitable for concert
performance, but they could be used in experimental situations.
Secondly, most research in which matchers are used focuses on piano
performance, and the model of right-hand piano fingering by
Parncutt, Sloboda, Clarke, Raekallio, & Desain (1997) could be used
as a first step.
We have already pointed out the applicability of the research of
Chapters Re and Mi as a fundament for models in motor control
research. The approach described by Rosenbaum et al. (1995, 2001)
could, in principle, be specified in terms of the general control
structure. Rosenbaum et al. suggest two phases for motion planning:
one phase in which an end posture is chosen, and a second phase in
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which a movement is generated from starting posture to end posture.
Given that the end posture has to satisfy multiple task constraints,
this corresponds closely to the ideas behind a transition from one
state to another in the general control structure. The general control
structure and Rosenbaum et al.'s model could be integrated to form a
model of guitar playing. Of course, many problems have to be solved.
Rosenbaum et al.'s model works in two dimensions, and an extension
to three dimensions would be needed in the case of guitar playing. In
the present research we have only investigated the impacts of the left-
hand fingers, and a study into the actual movement of the left-hand
fingers would be required.
In conclusion, we can say that the research reported in this
dissertation has shown that the practical problem of score-
performance matching in computer music and music psychology has
much to gain from the more theoretical viewpoint of computer science.
In a similar vein, research into music performance has much to learn
from motor control research. And finally, motor control research could
benefit from music performance research, because it provides a
domain of highly sophisticated movement skills and thereby explores
the limits of our motor system. We hope that this dissertation has
contributed to all three disciplines represented here, if only by
showing convincingly their value to each other. Interdisciplinary
research is without a doubt more complicated than research within
one discipline (which we have seen in Chapters Fa and Sol), but
crossing disciplinary boundaries is, in our view, indispensable to
generate new research questions and fruitful insights. After all,
among other things our research has shown that the tolerances
inherent to different dimensions of guitar playing such as the timing
and positioning of the left-hand fingers are exploited by expert
performers in order to create high-quality musical output. The
scientific analogue of this finding expresses our hope with respect to
future interdisciplinary research:the characteristics of diverse
disciplines may be combined in interdisciplinary contexts to produce
sound scientific output.
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7Summary
This dissertation, with the title "Redundancy control in music
performance: towards an understanding of the role of constraint
satisfaction" is composed of six chapters. Contrary to common practice
these chapters are not identified by numbers but by the hexachord
syllables ut, re, mi, fa, sol, and la. The reason for this is the following:
When the syllables of the hexachord are used to create a
representation of a melody, these syllables can be said to add
redundant information to that melody. After all, it is already
completely defined by its pitches and note values. However, since
adding the hexachord syllables to the melody's representation makes
its implicit hierarchical structure explicit, the melody can be easier
remembered and reproduced.
Redundancy is an inherent property of computer science as well
as motor control problems. In computer science, an important class of
problems is concerned with finding an optimal solution in a large
(often even infinitely large) set of candidate solutions. In motor
control, redundancy can be easily demonstrated at the level of the
mechanical degrees of freedom of the body. For a specific motor task
like picking up a cup of coffee, an infinitely large number of postures
exist that correspond to the goal of grasping the cup. Here,
redundancy is indispensable for the ability to adapt our movements
flexibly to changing circumstances while maintaining the capacity to
complete the motor task successfully.
With regard to the redundancy control problems in computer
science and in the study of human motor control, we investigated two
related aspects of music performance, viz., score-performance
matching and classical guitar fingering. In score-performance
matching, a score and a performance of that score have to be
compared note by note in order to find the optimal one-to-one
correspondence between the two. Classical guitar fingering is a
similar problem. Here, each note in the score has to be translated into
a location on the guitar fretboard at which one of the fingers of the
left hand must press down the string in order to produce the pitch of
the note in question. Because there are up to five different locations
for a single note and four left-hand fingers to choose from to press
down the string at each of these locations, there are many
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possibilities for a left-hand fingering of a particular score.
Consequently, a one-to-many correspondence between score and
fingers has to be found, such that the required postures and
movements are optimal.
The topics described in the above paragraphs are introduced in
Chapter Ut. Chapter Re is concerned with order constraints in score-
performance matching. In this context, these constraints are used to
decide about performance errors. For instance, two notes within the
same chord are allowed to occur in any order in the performance,
while two notes in the same melody have to be played in the
prescribed order. The approaches of two existing matchers were
compared, and a new matcher (called structure matcher) that uses
order constraints based on a more complex score structure was
proposed. These matchers were all specified in terms of a general
control structure, based on well-known techniques in computer
science. The development of this control structure resulted in a better
understanding of the different matching approaches, and showed that
the score-performance matching problem can be solved by using a
general algorithmic technique.
Whereas Chapter Re compared the approaches of these three
matchers, Chapter Mi compared their behavior in a specific matching
task of two complex piano pieces. It turned out that the structure
matcher performed significantly better than the other two matchers
in the situations it was designed to solve. Another finding presented
in this chapter was that constraints based on pitch and note order
alone are not sufficient to correctly interpret every situation:
Sometimes information about timing is indispensable. Similarly, the
usual definition of optimal score-performance correspondence in
terms of the number of matched notes does not always lead to an
optimal match made by trained musicians, who use more domain-
specific knowledge than a matcher and therefore different criteria to
arrive at an optimal match.
The general control structure is general enough to be used for
other optimization tasks, such as the guitar fingering problem. Based
on the theory that in complex motor tasks, goal postures and
movements are selected on the basis of the minimization of costs
associated with multiple constraints, the fingering problem lends
itself for an approach similar to the one used to solve optimization
problems. A location and left-hand finger have to be assigned to every
score note, such that the resultant fingering is optimal. Chapters Fa
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and Sol are concerned with an investigation into likely determinants
of an optimal fingering.
In Chapter Fa, the role of three biomechanical constraints in the
complexity of a guitar fingering is investigated, namely (1) hand
position relative to the length of the guitar neck, which correlates
with shoulder and elbow joint angles, (2) a hand repositioning, where
small movements of the fingers are interrupted by a larger movement
of the whole left arm, and (3) the required span between the fingers.
These three biomechanical constraints had a clear, albeit small, effect
on the playing behavior of expert guitarists. Professional guitarists
were able to exploit the tolerance in the timing of the left-hand finger
placements and in the positioning of the finger between the frets,
such that their output variability remained low. We concluded that
the three constraints we proposed can indeed serve as a basis for a
definition of optimal fingering.
Whether or not a particular fingering is optimal, is, of course, not
only determined by biomechanical factors, but also by musical factors.
In Chapter Sol, we explored the relation between a hand
repositioning and the place of that repositioning in the metrical
structure of the score in different tempi. Our findings suggest that
metrical structure is expressed in differently depending on the tempo,
which means that the exploitation of redundancy in task constraints
is not limited to the left-hand timing and finger placement, but also
applies to higher-level musical constraints. The research suggested
further that a hand repositioning should begin on a weak beat and
end on a strong beat in order for the strong beat to be accented. If a
hand repositioning ends on a weak beat, that beat is played as a
strong beat, especially in high tempi, which means not only that
higher-order musical constraints are as important as biomechanical
constraints in deciding whether or not a fingering is optimal, but also
that in situations of high complexity, biomechanical factors have a
marked effect on the production of metrical accents.
In Chapter La we concluded that the results of the redundancy-
control studies in computer music and motor control research as
described in this thesis may serve a multiple purpose. The general
control structure used in matching could be used as a basis for a
guitar-fingering algorithm, and more insight into the difficulties of
fingering on the guitar or on other instruments could be beneficial to
developing a more successful matcher. Such a matcher could be tuned
specifically to likely performance errors that may occur in places in
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the score that are marked as difficult by a fingering algorithm.
Ultimately, interdisciplinary research is without a doubt more
complicated than research within one discipline, but crossing
disciplinary boundaries as attempted in this dissertation is in our
view indispensable to generate new research questions and fruitful
insights.
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8Samenvatting
Deze dissertatie, getiteld "De regulatie van redundantie in
muziekuitvoering: Naar een begrip van de rol van taakeisen" bestaat
uit zes hoofdstukken. De hoofdstukken zijn, tegen de gewoonte in,
niet genummerd, maar voorzien van de hexachord-lettergrepen ut, re,
mi, fa, sol en la. Dit is gedaan om de volgende reden: Als de
lettergrepen van het hexachord gebruikt worden om een melodie te
representeren, zou men kunnen zeggen dat deze lettergrepen
redundante informatie aan deze melodie toevoegen. Tenslotte wordt
ze al helemaal gekarakteriseerd door haar toonhoogtes en
notenwaarden. Het toevoegen van de hexachord-lettergrepen aan de
representatie van de melodie maakt echter haar impliciete
hiërarchische structuur expliciet en daarom kan de melodie
gemakkelijker worden onthouden en gereproduceerd.
Redundantie is een inherente eigenschap van vraagstukken in de
informatica en de bewegingswetenschap. Een belangrijke klasse van
informaticaproblemen houdt zich bezig met het vinden van een
optimale oplossing in een grote (vaak zelfs oneindig grote)
verzameling van kandidaat-oplossingen. In de bewegingswetenschap
kan redundantie gemakkelijk worden gedemonstreerd op het niveau
van de mechanische vrijheidsgraden van het lichaam. Voor een
specifieke taak als het oppakken van een koffiekopje is er een
oneindig aantal houdingen dat correspondeert met het doel van het
grijpen van het kopje. Hier is redundantie onontbeerlijk om onze
bewegingen flexibel aan te passen aan veranderende
omstandigheden, terwijl we in staat blijven om de motorische taak
met succes uit te voeren.
Met betrekking tot de vraagstukken omtrent de regulatie van
redundantie in de informatica en in de studie van de menselijke
motoriek, hebben we twee aan elkaar gerelateerde aspecten van
muziekuitvoering onderzocht, namelijk score-performance matching
en vingerzetting op klassiek gitaar. In score-performance matching
worden een partituur (score) en een uitvoering van die partituur
(performance) noot voor noot met elkaar vergeleken (matching) om de
optimale één-op-één correspondentie tussen de twee te vinden.
Vingerzetting op klassiek gitaar is een gelijksoortig probleem. Hier
moet elke noot uit de partituur vertaald worden in een locatie op de
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toets van de gitaar waar één van de vingers van de linkerhand de
snaar moet neerdrukken om de toonhoogte van de noot in kwestie te
produceren. Omdat er tot vijf verschillende locaties op de gitaarhals
voor een enkele noot zijn en vier vingers van de linkerhand gekozen
kunnen worden om de snaar op elk van die locaties neer te drukken,
zijn er vele mogelijkheden voor een vingerzetting van een bepaalde
partituur. Daarom dient een correspondentie tussen de partituur en
de vingers gevonden te worden die ervoor zorg draagt dat de voor de
uitvoering benodigde houdingen en bewegingen optimaal zijn.
De onderwerpen die in de voorgaande alinea's beschreven zijn,
worden geïntroduceerd in Hoofdstuk Ut. Hoofdstuk Re behandelt
volgorde-eisen in score-performance matching. Hier worden deze eisen
gebruikt om te beslissen over fouten in de uitvoering. Twee noten in
hetzelfde akkoord kunnen bijvoorbeeld in elke volgorde in de
uitvoering terechtkomen, terwijl twee noten in dezelfde melodie in de
voorgeschreven volgorde gespeeld moeten worden. De aanpak van
twee bestaande matchers (dit zijn computeralgoritmes waarmee een
partituur en een digitaal geregistreerde uitvoering op een
geautomatiseerde wijze kunnen worden vergeleken) zijn met elkaar
vergeleken en er werd een nieuwe matcher (structuur-matcher
genaamd) voorgesteld, die volgorde-eisen gebruikt op basis van een
complexere structuur van de partituur. Deze matchers zijn allemaal
gespecificeerd in termen van een algemene controlestructuur die
gebaseerd is op bestaande technieken uit de informatica. De
ontwikkeling van deze controlestructuur resulteerde in een beter
begrip van de verschillende strategieën die voor het score-performance
matching probleem worden gehanteerd. Tevens toonden we aan dat
dit probleem met een algemene algoritmische techniek kan worden
opgelost.
Terwijl Hoofdstuk Re de aanpak van de drie hierboven genoemde
matchers behandelt, wordt in Hoofdstuk Mi hun prestatie onderzocht
bij het vergelijken van de partituur en uitvoering van twee complexe
pianostukken. De structuur-matcher bleek de taak beter uit te voeren
dan de andere matchers in de probleemsituaties waarvoor de matcher
was ontworpen. Een andere bevinding die in dit hoofdstuk wordt
gerapporteerd is dat de taakeisen die slechts gebaseerd zijn op
toonhoogte en volgorde van noten niet voldoende zijn om elke situatie
correct te interpreteren. In sommige gevallen is informatie over het
precieze tijdsverloop onontbeerlijk. Op dezelfde manier leidt de
gebruikelijke definitie van optimale match in termen van het aantal
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correct geïdentificeerde noten niet altijd tot de optimale vergelijking
die gemaakt wordt door geoefende musici die meer domeinspecifieke
kennis gebruiken dan een matcher en daarom andere criteria
gebruiken om een optimale match te vinden.
De algemene controlestructuur is algemeen genoeg om te
gebruiken voor andere optimalisatietaken, zoals het probleem van
gitaarvingerzetting. Gebaseerd op de theorie dat eindhoudingen en
bewegingen geselecteerd worden op basis van de minimalisatie van
kosten die geassocieerd zijn met meervoudige taakeisen in complexe
motorische taken, leent het vingerzettingsprobleem zich voor een
soortgelijke aanpak als de aanpak die gebruikt wordt om
optimalisatieproblemen op te lossen. Een locatie en een vinger van de
linkerhand moeten aan elke noot uit de partituur worden toegewezen,
zodat de resulterende vingerzetting optimaal is. De Hoofdstukken Fa
en S o l behandelen twee studies naar taakdimensies die in
aanmerking zouden kunnen komen als determinanten van een
optimale vingerzetting.
In Hoofdstuk Fa wordt de rol van drie biomechanische taakeisen
in de complexiteit van een gitaarvingerzetting onderzocht, namelijk
(1) handpositie in relatie tot de lengte van de gitaarhals, die
correleert met de hoeken van schouder- en ellebooggewricht, (2)
handpositiewisseling, waar kleine bewegingen van de vingers worden
onderbroken door een grotere beweging van de hele linkerarm, en (3)
de vereiste afstand tussen de vingertoppen. Deze drie biomechanische
factoren hadden een duidelijk, hoewel klein, effect op het speelgedrag
van expert-gitaristen. Professionele gitaristen bleken in staat om de
tolerantie in de timing van de plaatsing van de vingers van de
linkerhand en de speelruimte in de positie van de vingers tussen de
fretten uit te buiten, zodat de variabiliteit van de toonproductie laag
bleef. We concludeerden dat de drie eisen die wij hadden voorgesteld
inderdaad kunnen dienen als een basis voor een definitie van
optimale vingerzetting.
Of een bepaalde vingerzetting optimaal is of niet, wordt
natuurlijk niet alleen door biomechanische factoren bepaald, maar
ook door muzikale factoren. In Hoofdstuk Sol wordt een studie
gerapporteerd naar de relatie tussen een positiewisseling en de plaats
van die positiewisseling in de metrische structuur van de partituur op
verschillende tempi. De bevindingen suggereren dat metrische
structuur op verschillende manieren wordt uitgedrukt, afhankelijk
van het tempo. Dit betekent dat het uitbuiten van redundantie in
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taakeisen niet beperkt is tot de timing en de plaatsing van de vingers
van de linkerhand, maar ook van toepassing is op taakeisen van
hogere orde. Het onderzoek suggereerde verder dat een
positiewisseling zou moeten beginnen op een licht maatdeel en zou
moeten eindigen op een zwaar maatdeel om ervoor te zorgen dat het
zware maatdeel wordt geaccentueerd. Als de positiewisseling eindigt
op een licht maatdeel, wordt dat maatdeel als een zwaar maatdeel
gespeeld, zeker in snelle tempi. Dat betekent niet alleen dat muzikale
eisen van een hogere orde net zo belangrijk zijn als biomechanische
eisen om te beslissen of een vingerzetting optimaal is of niet, maar
ook dat biomechanische factoren een duidelijk effect hebben op de
productie van metrische accenten in situaties met een hoge
complexiteit.
In Hoofdstuk La hebben we geconcludeerd dat de resultaten van
de studies naar de beheersing van redundantie in computermuziek en
complex motorisch gedrag zoals ze in deze dissertatie worden
beschreven, meerdere doelen kunnen dienen. De algemene
controlestructuur die in matching wordt gebruikt zou ook gebruikt
kunnen worden als basis voor een gitaarvingerzettingsalgoritme,
terwijl meer inzicht in de moeilijkheden van vingerzetting op gitaar of
op andere instrumenten bevorderlijk zou kunnen zijn voor de
verbetering van bestaande matchers. Zo'n matcher zou specifiek
gericht kunnen worden op fouten in de uitvoering die zich kunnen
voordoen op plaatsen in de partituur die door een
vingerzettingsalgoritme als moeilijk worden aangemerkt. Tenslotte is
interdisciplinair onderzoek zonder twijfel gecompliceerder dan
onderzoek binnen één discipline, maar het doorbreken van grenzen
van disciplines zoals dat geprobeerd is in dit proefschrift, is volgens
ons onontbeerlijk om nieuwe onderzoeksvragen te formuleren en aan
te pakken en hierbij tot vruchtbare inzichten te komen.
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